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THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SECONDARY CHARACTERS TO THE LIFE AND IDEALS OF ISRAEL
I. Introduction, showing purpose of the Thesis:
A. To portray primary characters for a background
B. To analyze more fully the work and worth of secondary characters
C. To trace development of religious and social ideals of primary
characters
D. To summarize and evaluate the abiding contributions which the
secondary characters have made to the life and ideals cf
Israel
II.Ecdy cf Thesis
A. primary characters:
1 . Abraham, the father cf his race
E.Moses, the law-giver and religious founder
fc. David, the ideal king
4. Isaiah, the sublinoest of the prophets
5. Ezekiel , a leader in individualism and. legalism
8, yehemiah , the reformer
r. Secondary characters:
1. During wilderness days
a.Jethrc
b-Balaam
c. Caleb
£.During the ccnouest cf Canaan
a. pahab
b. Debcrah
e. Gideon
d. Ruth
S. During the period cf the kingdom
a. Curing David's dav
(1)Jonathan, the ideal friend
( 2) Eenaiah, the man of valor
(S)Ittai, the man cf devotion
( 4 ) Bushai, the man cf loyalty
(o)Rizpah, the pattern of maternal devotion
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b. During Ahab's day
(1) Jezebel, the autocrat
(2) Micaiah,the hero prophet
4. Curing c-eriod from 350 E.C. to 5CC B.C.
a. H ahum
b.Baggai
c. ^.echariah
5. During the .V.accabean period
a. kattathias
b. Judas
c. Jonathan
d
. Sijjon
e. John Hyreanus
III. Summary and evaluation:
A.grimary characters
1. Religious ideals
2. Social ideals
E. Secondary characters
l.Feli^ious ideals
2. Social ideals
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THE; CONTRIBUTIONS OF SECONDARY CHARACTERS
TO THE LIFE AND IDEALS OF ISF.AEL
Introduction.
V:y purpose in this ^hesis is to portray the life and ideals
of a sufficient number of primary characters of the nation of
Israel to show how they have furnished the background for the
action of the secondary characters; to analyze more fully the
work and worth of secondary characters as to their influence,
for £ccd or ill, on the religious and social life of Israel;to
trace the develcoment of religious and social ideals as por-
trayed by the primary characters; and to summarize and evaluate
the abiding contributions which the secondary characters have
made.
It is not, my purpose to wei^h evidences as to the historicity
of the accounts of the early characters in biblical literature,
but rather to use them, as did their narrators, at times, to set
forth the racial life and ideals of the people of Israel.
A. Primary Characters.
^he study of the great personalities of Israel acauaints one
with the religious and social ideals of the nation. Abraham,
Moses, David, Isaiah, Ezekiel , and Nehemiah stand out preeminently
as tyDical primary characters: Abraham as the founder or "father"
of his race; Moses as the lawgiver and the founder of their
religion; David as the ideal king and. national leader; I saiah as
the sublimest of the prophets; Ezekiel as the leader in individ-
ualism and legalism; and Nehemiah as the one who reintroduced
and enforced legalism upon a run-down social order.
The primary characters are mountain peaks, they are beacon
lights, they are household words, ""hese ^reat personalities
have embodied the highest ideals of the nation, they have
*
3molded its civic and religious life ,else they would not be
called "great" by their own and succeeding fenerations. Their
lives and ideals have been exhaustively proclaimed, from the
pulpit , diligent ly studied in Sunday Schools, and profusely
written about by eminent men. The records of their deeds have
been duly weighed, they have been sifted like fine wheat in
order that nothing be lost. Notwithstanding the fact that no
new contributions can be made, yet such features of their bi-
ographies will be set forth as seem fitting to the purpose
of this mhesis.
1 . Abraham
Abraham felt that he had a call to a more lofty and spiritual
religious life than was common with his compatriots, ^his neces-
sitated his leaving his own land and going forth into another
in which he could better develop his ideals. He fave heed to the
call, he obeyed the promptings of the voice within and journeyed,
forth, he knew not whither. He became a wanderer because he had the
conviction that he had been 2alled of to go into a new envi-
ronment, not alone for a blessing for himself, but also that he
might bless others. "In thee shall all the families of the earth
bless themselves," reads Genesis 12:3b. The Israelites have always
traced their lineage back to Abraham and they always speak of the
.God of Abraham in such a way as to convince one that their relig-
ious ideas came from Abraham. The authors of the early documents,
which date at least ei<?ht centuries before Christ, were greatly im-
pressed with the marvelous personality of Abraham. Foakes—Jackson
says: "Those who lived before and those who lived after the Exile
agree in regarding him as the greatest of men, the model of piety
to every Israelite. There is a grandeur about the patriarch which
is heightened by the loneliness of his life, for all his surround-
ings only serve to shew how much greater he was than the men and
women of his afe. But for the single appearance of the mysterious
priest kin£ of Salem, no human being approaches him in dignity or
elevation of nature." ^-Mar.y people, under similar circumstances
to those of Abraham 1 s, would have lost their ideals and would, have
1. Foakes-Jackson' s "The Biblical History of the Hebrews to the Christian
Era," p. 2*5.
c
4become on a level with their compatriots. Not so Abraham. He kept
his faith in God, he kept his dignity, he kept a stately bearing
amongst his Ganaanite nei ghbors. He was a marked man wherever he
went
.
He established ideals for Israel, throughout his entire life
Abraham is known as a man of faith. He had faith to believe the
seemingly impossible. He believed a land would be given him; he
believed he would become the father of a multitude even though he
had no children and had reached the age when in was not probable
that he would beget children. He believed Jehovah would keep His
covenant with him even when he felt called upon to sacrifice Isaac.
The nation which claims Abraham as "father" also recognized
his close relation with Jehovah, his calm, contemplative nature
which made him called the "Friend of God nl Throughout his whole
career Abraham stands on a lofty plain because of this communion
with God - a communion that influenced all his acts and elevated
i
n
• :.s t • c • ) i v. In various places where he went, he made pro-
vision for worshiD by the erection of alters: under the oak of
1; creh its Shecherr: between Betnel and Ai; under the oaks of Mamre
in Hebron; and on the heights of Mount Moriah. Mo one can ever
be in doubt as to his religious convictions or as to the solace
he experienced in his religious life or as to the determining
factor religion played in his life.
Closely connected with, and as an outgrowth of, his faith in God
and communion with God was his feeling of brotherliness with all
men.Consid ^ his generosity to Lot. When the flocks and herds
had increased so that the herdsmen of Abraham and Lot began to
auarrel over pasturage and water , Abraham gave his nephew the choice
of the land, and took what was left. When the five kings from
afar captured Lot and his possessions, Abraham "led forth his
trained men, born in his house, three hundred and eighteen, and
pursued" the enemy, and "brought back his brother Lot, and his
goods and the women also, and the people," but he took no spoil
for himself and we never hear of his waging warfare for his own
personal advantage or gain.
1. Ex. £3: 11 and James 2:23
2. Gen. 12:7, 8; 13: 18; 22:3
3. Gen. 13: 11, 12
4. Gen. 14: 14-l c,
1-
He entertained strangers with such pleasing hospitality that
he has passed down through the ages as t v e embodiment of virtues
required in a host: he ran to meet the strangers, he begged them
as a favor to become his Quests, he attented to their comfort and
ease, he hastened to provide a bountiful repast, he accompanied
them when they continued their journey, and he received a most
unlooked-for reward, for his guests proved to be messengers of
Jehovah. He had "entertained angels unaware^"' The angels, in
return, not only promised Abraham a sen but they so valued his
"righteousness and justice" that they acouainted him with
the coming destruction of Sodom. Abraham's ^reat love for his
fellowmen caused, him to plead that the city sight be spared, per-
adventure fifty - or even ten "righteous men shall be found
therein." Most truly can we say that Abraham believed in the
brotherhood of men.
Mo perscnality has made a deeper impression on the people of
Israel than has Moses. Indeed, Moses, rather than Abraham, is often
considered the founder of the national and religious life of
Israel. All we know c p the Israelites before Moses 1 day is that
they were a ^roun of nomads living in Canaan and that one tribe
of them went into F^ypt where they increased in numbers but were
eventually reduced to serfdom by the ruling monarch of, or before,
the time of Rameses II. ^hen Hoses appeared on the scene and a
transformation took place. Under his teaching these sieves de-
cided, to strike for freedom. Under his statesmanship, Pharaoh was
frightened into letting" thousands of serfs have their liberty.
"And Pharaoh rose up in the night , he, and all his servants, and all
the F?ypt ians; and there was a great cry in Egypt; for there was
not a house where there was not one dead. And he called for Moses
and Aaron by night, and said, Rise up, $?et you forth from arron^ my
people, both ye and the children of Israel; and go, serve Jehovah,
as ye have said. Take both your flocks and your herds, as ye have
said, and be gone; and bless me also*"
Lioses had been born into a family of Levites, educated in the
Q
. Moses
1. Gen. IS: 2-8, 13
2. Heh.l3:
2
3. Gen. 18: 32
4. Ex. 12: 30-32
5. Ex. 2: 1-10

6Egyptian court as the adopted son of a prinaess, " and schooled
in wilderness wavs while he lived with his father-in-law, Jethro,
the priest of Midian.- Moses took up the occupation of a shep-
herd - one that gave him much chance for meditation, one that ac-
quainted him with desert life, one that sharpened his wits and
developed his resources, one that brought him into communion with
the Divine. Gradually the conviction gren that he was commissioned
to go back to Fgypt and to deliver the slaves, his own people, from
their serfdom.lt was not the impulse the moment that mastered
him, but, no doubt, the deep thought of years. One day he definitely
decided to accept the call of Godi and to become the saviour of
3
his people.
1"
Scant as the records are, we are left in no doubt that his task
was no easy one. Moses had grown grey since he left the Egyptian
court, he had become bronzed and weather-beaten of countenance, but
his soul had been set ablaze with a Divine call and with a noble
desire to relieve a nation of oppressed. We cannot tell how many
hours he talked with his brother .Aaron and his sister Miriam be-
fore they were convinced of his call and were won to aid him in
his mission. The steps taken which led to the slaves' acceptance
of him as their deliverer is not recorded in detail. m he matching
of his wits with the kind's magicians and his diplomatic manoeu-
vers with Pharaoh are given more attention and indicate a long
4period of time. And the Exodus! Fo other event in all Hebrew
history equals that of the Exodus. Again and again do the Fathers
r-
reiterate: "When Israel went forth out of Egypt." Xittel says:
"If any incident in the Mosaic tradition can claim to be founded
a
upon good historical evidence it is this" of the Exodus.
The Israelites became the followers of Jehovah, a God who dwelt
in Meant Sinai - a war God who spoke in the thunder and manifested
!
J is will through Moses, His spokesman. Jehovah, as known in Moses'
dav was a mysterious and terrifying Feing,for ^e wrapped Himself
"in a thich cloud", spoke amidst thunders and lightnings, f ire and
smoke, voices of trumpets which waxed louder and louder, and the
1. Acts 7:22 4. Fx. 7-12
2. Ex.f:l S.Psa. 114:1
S.Ex.4:lS «.Kittel f s ,,rr'he Religion of the People of Israel",
p. 54
ii
?1
auaking cf the very mountain itself. As Kittel remarks: "He
was a God who smote without warning those who oame too near his
holy mountain and who broke forth in explosions of terrible anger.
"^
His wrath waxed hot and fierce at t imes,but , also, at times, Ke "re-
pented of the evil which he said he would do unto his people."
Moses was on intimate terms with God and he conversed with Kim
many times. Moses often differed from God and reasoned with Him
4
until God <?ot an£ry with Moses. ~ Moses asked God why He had
dealt "so ill" "with the Israelites", and he pleaded with God to
forgive the sinful people or blot him out of lUs book. But Moses
also ha - ; higher conceptions of God. Jehovah was a national God,
"the God o f the -"ebrews. " Be. would tolerate no other God for the
7
Israelites. r-T e was an ethical God, "merciful and pracious, slow
to an£er,and abundant in loving kindness and truth; keeping loving
kindness for thousands, forgiving iniauity and transgression and
sin."6
It would be most interesting if we could determine whether Moses
came to know Jehovah from his early home training or from his as-
sociation with Jethro in the wilderness. "There is no Question that
his knowledge broadened and deepened during the later time, fte came
to have a holy reverence for God which never left him. He heard God
call him and he was told to put off his shoes when standing on holy
5
.'round. Later, near Mount Sinai, he sanctified the people and forbade
their touching the holy mount under pain of death.
Moses learned a new name for God in the wilderness, "I AV: THAT I
1C
AM, ' and it was in the power of that name that he returned to F^ypt.
"his name, however , connected with that of the God of Abraham, for God
told Moses to say: "mhus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel,
Jehovah, the God of your fathers, the
"
Jod of A"brabaa,the God of Isaac,
and the God of Jacob, hath sent me unto you." jehovah, also, was the
God of Jethro, for Jethro worshipped Him in company with the Israel-
ites at which time jethro, rather than Moses, of f iciated as priest.
1. Ex. 19:9,1^-19
2. Kittel's "The Religion cf the People of Israel", P. 53
.3. ix. 32:11-14 4. Ex. 4:14 5. Ex. 32: 32 ^. Ex. 3:18
7. Fx. 20:3 8. Ex. 34:6, 7 9.Sx.3:5 1C. Ex. 3:14
11. Ex. 3: 15 12. Ex. 18: 12

doses' conception of Jehovah had some "traces of local influences
from the wilderness .... reminiscences of the terrible nature-^od
flashing fire" - which he probably learned from Jethro.
Moses taught the people how to worship Jehovah. An ark was made
to symbolize the presence of Jehovah and a tabernacle in which to
house the ark was prepared frcm a prescribed pattern. A priestly
office connected with Aaron and his sons was inaugurated and a
form of worship was prescribed, every act of which was according
to the laws laid down by Moses in the Pcok of tohe Covenant -
the feasts, the of f erings, the processions. As Henry preserved
Smith says:
r
"Moses was the founder of the particular religion
of Israel." He was their civil ruler, their "^reat liberator",
their "minister of the oracle and the declarer of the will of
Yahweh," he was their "inau^urator of the priesthood and the
originator of the theocracy."
Put Moses is best known as the law ?iver. In Malaehi we are
exhorted to "Remember the law of Moses. "^ mhe author of the
5
Gospel cf John states that "the law was given through .Moses"*"
a
and "we have found him, of whom Moses in the law wrote.""
The scribes and Pharisees refer to the "law of Moses" as
7
authoritative. Jesus is recorded as saying, "Did not Moses
£ive you the law?" c ^he unknown writer of the Epistle to the
Hebrews accepts Moses' authorship of the law. 3 Scholars, however,
do not accept Moses as the author of all the laws in the Penta-
teuch, because these codes show a development covering years of
time. Kittel declares: "He (Moses) was a law-giver in the
sense that he ^ave his people norms of conduct and controlled
10
in the name of deity the decisions given at the sanctuary."
Loses was a magnificent figure. His combination cf excellencies
is well expressed by Professor fcailey when he said: ,,rrhe proof
cf this colossal genius lies rather in these things - that he
was able so to organize the Hebrew that his authority after his
1. Kittel' s ,,rnhe Religion of the People of Israel," p. 35
^.Smith's ,,rT,he Reli^ioci of Israel," p. 59 S.Ibid., p. 48
a. Mai. 4: 4 5. John 1:1? 3. John 1:45
7. John 3:5 S.Jofcn 7:19 9.Heb.S: 19; 10: £8
lO.Kittel's "The Religion of the People of Israel," p. 53
<
9death increased rather than dimished , and served to keep the
state essentially democratic; that be attached the people to
Jehovah by ceremonies so free from the debasing forms which sur-
rounding nations used that they have survived to the present
day; and that he established civil laws so wise that all fu-
ture fenerations of Hebrews sought authority for their legis-
lation by ascribing it to him. Put the ultimate grg£tne§§ of
Moses rests net so much in what he accomplished as in what he
was. It is his spiritual quality, rare in any day but unaccount-
able in that primitive epoch, that made him one of the few com-
manding figures of all time; it is his courage, his devotion, his
wisdom, his unwavering trust in Jehovah. Qe was the first great
prophet net only in? Hebrew history but in world history , speaking
cut of personal knowledge of Sod convictions about the divine
will for meo. Through his work as spokesman of Jehovah, as pro-
phet of the unseen, he confirmed - one might almost say created -
in the Hebrew race their marked capacity for religion. His ab-
solute faith ij the ability c f Jehovah to lead his people into
a 1 large place' inspired others with that faith. And the prophets
of a later age, is picturing the glories cf their Messianic de-
liverer, could think of no highest praise for him than to cause
Vcses to say in prophecy: 'Jehovah your God shall raise up for
you a prophet like unto me.' He was indeed like a lofty mountain
peak, to which men toiling in the valleys afar off lift their
eves to find inspiration and blessing in its loftiness and pu-
\
ritv and majesty."
S.David.
Leaving the days of beginnings behind, let us see the conditions
of religious and social life in the days of the kingdom. David
stands as the best loved of the Judean kings and he typifies
their highest ideals. Perhaps 250 years had passed between the
times of Moses and David. David's reign no doubt has been ideal-
ized by writers of later generations, but, even making allowances
for this, it stands for several distinctive things. David has
come down in history as the ideal ruler, as the one who extended
I.Bailey and Kent's "History cf the Hebrew Commonwealth," pp.45, 46

the kingdom almost to the dimensions promised to Abraham.
One of the early lessons David taught the Israelites was that
of loyalty to the reigning kin^s. In a land and at a time where
might practically stood for right, David, agaihst the advice and
counsel of his followers, refused to put Saul to death. even after
David himself had been anointed king and ha:1 been proclaimed as
the Lord's chosen one by the seer, Samuel, and when^Saul had sought
by every means in his power to take David's life. David punished
by death those who thought to win his favor by claiming that they
had slain Saul and Saul's son, kins? Ishbcsheth. He declared no
one had the right to touch the Lord's anointed, no matter what
the provocation.^
David developed new features in the life and ideals of Israel.
He came to the throne at an oportune time. Saul had laid the
foundations for the united kingdom and had done some pioneer
work, but standards ha:- net become too riGid to prevent David's
ideas from molding public opinion. He developed a higher type
of organization in Governmental affairs. mhis neededto be done
because the kingdom was larger and had to have more officials
for carrying on the new enterprises. A royal secretary was im-
perative, as were also priests, prophet s, counselors, a personal
body guard, army officials, builders, art if icers. stewards, overseers
of workmen, and many other types of employees.
One of the very most important things that David ever did -
the one which had the rrost far-reaching conseauences - was the
conauerins? of the king of Jebus and the establishment of Jeru-
salem as his capital city. He made Jerusalem a religious center
that came to be the archetype of something higher than an earthly
habitation.lt became the City of Zion,the Holy City, the Kew
Jerusalem, let down from Heaven, and even symbolic of the Heavenly
City net made with hands, eternal in the skies.
Jerusalem was a strategic point, for it was centrally located.
It had hitherto been held by heathen people, so that it had no
associations either with the northern or southern Hebrew tribes
to awaken anong either of them any feelings of .-jealousy; it was
easily fortified because of the deep valleys on three sides - it
1.1 Sam. 24: 6
2. II Sam 1:14-16
3. II Sam. 6:16-16 and II Sam. 20:23-26
4. II Sam. 5: 6-9 and Rev. SI:
2

11
had been the boast of the Jefaosites that the city could be
defended bv their lame and blind - and it added to David's re-
nown to have accomplished the hitherto impossible.
The city proved^ not only acceptable as the national capital
through the period of the Judean kingdom, but it has always held
ever since unique sislnif icance. People of many sects and creeds
have fought for possession there, its valleys have run with the
blood of its sons and daughters, martyrs to their patriotic
devotion. Even today, the whole region is known as the Holy Land
and thousands believe when the millenium conges, it will center
about Jerusalem and that the scales of ^ud^ment will swing from
the arcades erected about the Mosque of Omar. Kittel says: "It *as
•
dynasty belong together, '.lore and more the forms of David and
lion ?5.rew "In religious si^nif icance, and if in the subsequent his-
tory of Israel one seeks for an expression for their deepest lon£-
in£ for God's gracious help, it is only to be found^in the expec-
tation of an exalted son of David or a new David." Isaiah 11:1
reads; "And there shall come forth a shoot out of the stock of
Jesse, and a branch out of his root shall bear fruit."
David greatly increased the territory of Israel by many success-
ful conquests. His life was one of warfare and he was eminently
successful in this particular. Saul's enemies, the Philistines,
became tolerably quiet after David rose to power. His bodyguard
was composed of men from Philistia who proved very loyal. The
Ammonites, r.'oabites, and Edomites were brutally brought into sub-
jection. The Syrians to the north were forced to pay tribute,
and the tribes to the south to pay homage. Hiram of Phoenicia
was an ally and devoted friend of David's and. much progress in
commercial enterprises developed through that alliance. The Phoe-
cers,
hence of ?reat value in building David's palace, and, later , the
Temple and Solomon's royal houses.
But no estimate of David would be complete without taking
1. II Saa.5:6
2.Kittel'*s RThe Religion of the People of Israel," p. 35.

if
into account his religious connections. The Hebrewibelieved that
David was the man through whom should develop the Messianic hope.
The family of David was never to be blotted out - a son of his
would always be upon the throne of Israel. Indeed, he became
the "watchword for religious hope."*3 David seems always to have
known Jehovah and to have led a religious life. One of our earli-
est pictures of him portrays his utmost confidence in Jehovah -
he could meet the $iant with success because he was battling for
Jehovah.
1
' As his nature was much more passionate and emotional
than was Moses', his type of religion was correspondingly differ-
A
ent. Music and dancing before the Lord were features of worship.
David himself played skilfully^upon a harp , and he has been called
the "sweet psalmist of Israel" He brought the ark to Jerusalem
and prepared for the erection cf the Temple, nevertheless he added
something of the Canaanit ish ideas to his religion. He showed his
superstition in the interpretation cf the cause of the three-years
'
drought, for he accepted the explanation of the Gibeonites and per-
mitted seven of Saul's descendants to be handed in order to appease
an offended deity who had withheld rain because some years before
Saul had broken the treaty made between Joshua and the "hewers
cf wood and the drawers of water," by putting some of the Gibeon-
ites to death. 7 Yet David had, during all this time, stood as a
religious hero whose allegiance to Jehovah was unquestioned.
In summarizing David's character and his contributions tc the
Pebrew life and ideals, one meets with very different opinions
in regard to him. Whatever these opinions, it is certain that no
person could have made the profound impression David made on his
own, and later, times without having elements of a ^reat character
in him. No man could have possessed such powers for making and
holding friends if he had not been worthy of friendship. It was
his popularity that aroused Saul's jealousy to murderous heat,
fle more than once showed great magnanimity towards enemies,
such as no small-souled man could have done. David showed thought-
fulness for the soldiers' welfare who were under him and he intro-
l.II.Sam.7:l£,l^
S.Kittel's "The Religion of the People of Israel," p. 64
S.I Sam. 17: 40, 47 7.Josh.9:Sff and. II Sam. 81 : 1-4
4. II Sam.3:14,15
5.1 Saa. 16: 16-18

duced one new custom which thereafter became a military law:
Those who stayed by the ba^ga^e received just the same share
i
as those who went into battle and won the victory.
Professor Cornill says of David: "He is the most luminous
figure and the most gifted personage in Israelitish history,
surpassed in ethical Greatness and General historical importance
only by Moses. " Yet we shudder over his treatment of the Edom-
ites, Voabites ,and Ammonites and over his sins in connection with
Pathsheba and Uriah, nevertheless "It is hardly possible ," declares
Professor Bailey, "to overestimate what David did f 6r the Hebrews.
He found them disorganized, discouraged, only slightly conscious
0*" their unity of blood and their common destiny , holding on to a
precarious existence in the midst of determined foes. He left
them a nation, united as they were destined never to be a^ain,
their loyalty centered about a dvnacty and capital city , conscious
of a physical and moral superiority over their neighbors, the dom-
inant race of that century in south-western Asia. This is an ac-
complishment worthy of the highest genius, '"e can easily under-
stand how the affections of Israel should so center about this
figure that a second David became the dream and hope of Israel's
future. " c
. Isaiah
After another ^ap of about 250 years, we meet with the prophet
Isaiah. Isaiah was a lofty f i *ure, commonly called the sublimest
of the prophets, who "trod the hi^h places of the earth" and
"walked airon^ men as a kin;?." His horison was wide and his
vision clear. He was, first of all, a spiritual man who was immense-
ly impressed with the holiness c p God. mhis holiness seemed to
vibrate and to fill the earth with Gcd'd glory. God filled the
earth. He was a universal God. His universality was stressed
by Isaiah as by no previous prophet. Religion was a serious
thins for Isaiah. He put his whole soul into his mission;,
he never swerved from his conception of duty. Smith declares:
1.1 Sam. 30: £4
2. Bailey and Kent's "History of the Hebrew Commonwealth," p. 120
5. Ibid. , pp. 120, 121
4.Rnudsch's "The Beacon Lights of Prophecy," p. 130
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"The whole impression of Isaiah is that of a more lofty concep-
tion of God than that expressed by any of his predecessors...
All his utterances impress us as those of a man thoroughly honest,
thoroughly courageous, and thoroughly devoted tc the God of Is-
i rael. . . T''hat made Isaiah a religious leader was the firmness with
which he held on to his trust in Yahweh alone." 1 "Isaiah was
the first to formulate the <?reat doctrine of faith as the con-
dition of salvation." It was Isaiah who said, "In returning
and rest shall ve be saved; in auietness and in confidence is
vour strength,"'" and "If ye will not believe, surely ye shall
not be established."^ Religion was a personal experience with
Isaiah, it was no mere external affair tc be put on and taken off
like a Garment. It was a heart affair. He scathingly denounced
all who "draw high to God with their lies while their hearts
are far away."" "Prin^ no more vain oblat ions. .. "'ash you, make
you clean: put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes;
cease to do evil; learn to do well; seek just ice, relieve the op-
pressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow."
Isaiah never divorced his religion from his politics. Religion
and politics were inseparable in his estimation. His political
interests were religious interests. As Kittel says: "Isaiah
consciously and explicitly makes the whole of life-history , even
in the sphere of politics, subject to the great ethical and re-
ligious forces, God and the moral order... Isaiah was not a man
of mere words, finen he had the kind's ear... he left no stone
unturned to have his demands put into execution. r"hese demands
were clear and stern... During this kind's ( Hezeki ah ' s ) life-
time, many aberrations of the popular religion were laid aside
and many stern measures corresponding with the stern and serious^
moral conceptions of Isaiah and of his disciples were realized."
1. Smith's "The Religion of Israel," pp. 156, 160, and 181
£.Knudsori's Mrrhe peaccn Lights of Prophecy," p. 125
I
c.lsa.oC:lo
4. Isa. 7:9
5. Isa. 29; IS
6. Isa. 1: 15,16,17
7. Kittel' 1 s "The Religion of the People of Israel," pp.141 and 145
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Isaiah was no unbalanced, hysterical person - far from it. He
moved through his troublous times with calmness and dignity, yet
he was not lacking in enthusiasm and emotion. Gardiner says Isaiah's
prophecy shows the "combination of vividness and concreteness of
k thought and clear insight into fact, with the burning and inspired
earnestness of feeling which transmutes the facts and endows them
with an instant and lasting effect on the imagination. Isaiah,
more than any other prophet , shows in the highest degree these two
qualities and the perfect balance between them." *
In Isaiah the zenith of literary achievement was reached. He
used concrete words, homely but telling figures of speech, yet his
message soared on wings of imagination, and was charged with inten-
sity of feeling. Truly his message was "clothed with a language
marked by profusion and splendor of imagery " which was of "sur-
passing grandeur".
2
g . Ezekiel
Ezekiel was a prophet of more than ordinary interest yet not one
with whom the Occidental can feel exactly on terms of intimacy.
We read his accounts of strange visions, couched in allegorical
j?$?2?5fswhich are weird and meaningless to our ears, and of such
unusual actions that we would put him down for a madman and say
that his symbolic prophecies were raised to ridiculous extremes.
But sober .judgment forces us bo acknowledge that Ezekiel was a
man of power who wrought mightily for the religious life and ideals
of Israel - and it was not alone for his own day - indeed that was
the least of his influence, it was something that became permanent,
so lasting that Ezekiel has Been fitly called the "Father of Judaism
1'
Smith says: "Ezekiel most distinctly influenced his people by his
plans for the future. But before these could be fully appreciated
the prophet had a destructive work to do. This was to rid the ex-
iles of many cherished notions. The prophetic ideal had never real-
ly impressed the great mass of the people. 8^ Ezekiel it was so
1. Gardiner's , "The Bible as English Literature", o. 231.
2. Ibid, p. 231
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firmly held that he demanded a complete break with the past.
Not that he had ceased to be an Israelite; the God whom he wor-
shipped was the ancestral God, Yahweh, who in the most literal
sense had taken up his dwelling in the center of the earth -
in Jerusalem. - i j zekiel, however , was not in Jerusalem. He had been
taken into captivity alon£ with the cream of the Jerusalem pop-
ulace when Kin2 Jehoiachin and the royal court had voluntarily
surrendered in 5. C» 69?,thereby hoping to save the city from
destruction and God's people from exile - but the plan had not
succeeded. "Thousands went into captivity but no other one made
such marked influence upon later developments in Hebrew history
as did Ezekiel. .After national life^was broken up, Ezekiel be-
came the advocate of individualism.' mhis emphasis on individ-
ualism was marked as it had not been before. mhe bubble con-
taining the belief ib the inviolability of Jerusalem and the
Hebrew nation had burst, the city had surrendered and the leading pe,o|pie-
were exiled. Ezekiel wet the situation. The individual did not.
have to find a new God, "For thus saith the Lord Jehovah: Eehold,
I myself, even I, will search for my sheep, and wil] seek them out.
As a shepherd seeketh out his flock in the day that he is amorig
his sheep that are scattered, abroad, so will I seek cut my sheep;
and I will deliver them out of all places whither they have been
scattered in the cloudv and dark day. And I will briiii? them cut
from the peoples, and father them from the countries, and will
bring them into their own land;and I will feed them upon the
mountains of Israel, by the watercourses, and in all the inhabited
o
places of the countrv."
\j n
Put Ezekiel 's emphasis on the law was carried to the n
decree, "e carefully wrote out reauirements for priests and
Levites,for a model Temple and a prescribed ritual. Thus one
sees that he bent all his energies to preserve Hebrew religion
at a critical time and he succeeded so well that it has never
been lost. Again auoting Smith: "To our prophet (Ezekiel) the
crowning event of the world's history will be the return of
1. Smith's "The Religion of Israel," pp.197, 198
2,Szek.3S:20 •
3.Ezek.S4: 11*18
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Yahweh to his temple, which will take place after the restora-
tion of the people to their Dim land. The importance of the event
mav be measured by the particularity with which the restored
temple is described and the care taken to regulate all that be-
longs to it." This description fills nine chapters of Ezekiel's
prophecy. With such effect did he portray his vision that from
that day, the temple ritual was of first concern and "ecolesias-
ticism" "triumphed" and "increasingly" dominated "Jewish thought."
"By potting religion into le£al form Ezekiel protected it from
a disintegrating syncretism. On the other hand, legalism is always
in danger of degenerating into formalism," and that is in real-
ity what actually happened so that Jesus had to fight to over-
throw this formalism which was bent on keeping the letter of the
law from which all spiritual meaning had lon£ since fled.
. Nehemiah
Mehemiah is the primary character of the Persian Period, the
one who did much to organize the society at Jerusalem in a crit-
ical time, ^"or quite 150 years many Hebrews had been living in
Pabylonian exile. Jerusalem had been burned, the Temple destroyed,
and the cream of the population deported. Ten or more nationalities
had been thrust upon the scum of the Hebrew population and, al-
though a few became wealthy, the rest were, according tolsa. 4LJ : ^2,
"A people spoiled and plundered.
They are all snared in holes,
And hidden in prison houses.
They have become 9 spoil
With none to rescue,
An object of plunder,
With none to say , Restore.
"
" T
ence, feebleness, ineff iciency, robbery , and plundering had been the
Judean record. Foreigners were in power, and even the priests had
become debased and as ready to oppress their fe.llcwmen as were
the foreign element.
Eut in Nehemiah' s day, the ^emple had been rebuilt under the
I.Smith's "The Religion cf Israel," p. £07
2. In id. ,p..211
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protection of Cyrus, yet the walls v?ere still untouched and the
situation »as deplorable. Some visionary soul proposed that an
embassy should be sent to King Artaxerxes, solicit ing aid. No
doubt he was laughed to scorn and told it would avail nothing,
but the embassy set out and arrived at ?hushan,the palace, An
interview was procured with iiehemiah, the King's cup-bearer,
a
Jew who was still loyal to his countrymen's religion and zealous
for its advancement. {Jehemiah was deeply touched with the appeal
and. made a record for himself when he gave up a luxurious court
position to cast in his lot with the people of Jerusalem for a
period of twelve vears, then, later, f or a second time of service.
Kis work required, great tact, great ener 'y
,
great self-sacrifice.
mhe wealthy did not want his interference in their money-making
schemes. Bitter enmity was shown by Sanballat, tFobias, and Geshem.
With fiendish cunning they planned in every way to undermine
his influence. They even sought to take his life, but in this
thev were not successful. They tried ridicule, they tried false
reports, they hired prophets to advise to his harm. Mehemiah did
not bluster nor return evil for evil - he just kept on working
and praying. He left vengeance with the Lord.
Nehemiah had to meet a new social condition and institute social
3
ref orms. These were of lasting effect in Jewish life and ideals.
The one of great importance was concerning Sabbath regulations,
for he stepped trade on the Sabbath, he had the gates closed to
traffic, and he had the law read and enforced. ^ ue sought to do
away with foreign marriages so strenuously that it led to vio-
lence, nehemiah "contended" with such people, he "smcte certain
of them, and. plucked off their hair, and made them sware by God,
saying, Ye shall not give yoUr daughters unto their sons, nor
take their daughters for your sons, or for yourselves. M Tfee Jtws
would not allow the mixed population who had lived for two gener-
ations in Jerusalem to have a share in the rebuilding of the. Tem-
ple or of the walls. This restriction in connection with the laws
against foreign marriages eventually led to s schism which def-
1. Teh. 1:4
1. V.eh. 4
S.Keh. 13: 15-22
4. Keh. 13: 25-31
5. Neh.lS:25
<(
initely separated the Samaritans from the Jews and has caused
much bitterness of feeling from that time even to the present.
In the study of the character of l^ehemiah,we are most fortunate
in having had preserved what appear to be his personal memoirs.
mhey are unusually vivid and illuminating. They flash with the
fire of his enthusiasm and zeal, they hold one spellbound with
excitement when the plots of his enemies thicken about him, they
amaze one with his indefatigable energy, his unflinching adherence
to the program he sat for himself, his ability to organize and ex-
ecute, his Generosity and hospitality , and, above all, they fill one
with admiration for his whole-hearted service for his countrymen
and for the advancement of the cause of his religion. His relig-
ious faith was the unifying factor of his life - the Guiding prin-
ciple for all his actions. He was a man oP prayer and he believed
Jehovah would note his efforts. In fact, he reminded Jehovah several
times to "Remember me,0 my God, concerning this, and wipe not out my
Good deeds that I have done for the house of mv God, and for the ob
i
servance thereof." Yet we do not ^et any impression that he was
religions because it paid. His self-sacri f icinG deeds belie that
interpretation. His record unmistakably shows that he was not in
Judea to make money. For twelve years he did not "eat the bread of
Governor. .. neither boaGht T*e any land ... Moreover there were at my
table.. one hundred and fifty men, besides those that came unto us
amonG the nations that were round about us. Mo, it was not for
Gold nor for fame nor for position - he sacrificed all these, so
the world of his day would have said, when he left his place in the
royal court to labor in poverty-stricken Judea. $e did. all for the
cause of reliGion.J'fe took his religion so much to heart that it
"Grieved him sore""3 when the 'lemple was desecrated and people were
neGliGent and careless about its service. -e did not sit inactise
,
nor withdraw from the sight of all this irreligiousness, nor spend
his tirce talkinG pessimistically about the deGeneracy of his own
Generation:he set to work to see what could be accomplished to bet
ter the situation. His personal example was what counted towards hi
Great accomplishments in reform, as it does count in molding civic
and reliGious life and ideals.
1. Ken. 18: 14 2.Neh.5:14tl7 o.Keh. IS:
8
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II B. Secondary characters.
the
We turn nor; froa the consideration Or ^'primary characters
which have furnished the fundamental religious and social ideals
of Israel to the main Question under consideration: that of the
work and worth of the secondary characters in the saase fields.
The terra, "secondary characters", as used in this Thesis, has
to do with people who have a record in biblical history, either
for good or ill, even though their exploits are not of the high-
est order or the accounts of their lives are not lengthy enough
to claim the attention of the indifferent or careless reader,
lengthy biographies are not necessary. In the "whole course of
a man's life" how many volumes might be written, setting forth
the daily routine, monotonously repeated, when these inconseouen-
tial doings might better be abbreviated into a paragraph! I agree
with Pacini when he says: "I care less for the whole course of a
man's life than for his own distilling essence."-'- when the dis-
tilled essence of the so-called secondary characters is unbottled,
it cakes the atmosphere pungent either with a bad odor or with a
delightful fragrance, fthile a few may be like the Symplccarpus
foetidus which grows abundantly in swamps and ditches, the manv
are like the Linnea borealis, renowned for the delicacy of the
exauisite perfume which it shakes from its pink-lined bells of
bloom. In the early summer time it holds its services for all who
have ears delicate enough to hear the summons from its tiny twin
bells or have olfactory nerves sensitive enough to nose out the
place where it collects its worshipping devotees along seme wood-
land trail on a northern mountain-side.
-It is certain that all secondary characters have made a suf-
ficiently strong impression on their day and generation to earn
a place in their national history. That the account may be brief
is immaterial because the influence of a life may be prooerly
evaluated without having in ocssession a lengthy biography. One
drop of'distilled essence" may give rragrance sufficient to fill a
cathedral ; one sentence may sum up a life's history. This statement
"And Jesus advanced, in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God
and men" 2 is brief but exceedingly fragrant. Short biographies
have a message for the thoughtf ul . papini declares that "the most
1. Cooper's "The Life and ficrk of fiilliam Tyndale", p. xx of Intro.
I
highly educational biographies are these of men of whom little
or nothing are known. Those are the books that set forth the human
ideal that tells us what a man ought to be." Perhaps ire better
say that the biographies of these men "of irhoa little or nothing
is known" do not always set forth what a man ought to be, but
what he actually is. The "distilled essence" is pure, it is gen-
uine, it is unmistakable. Therefore we shall manitain in this Thesis
that secondary characters have produced a marked influence for
good or ill on the religious and social life of Israel. These
secondary characters will be considered according tc periods of
time in order tc note the advance steps taken from century tc
century in attaining their racial development and maintaining
their ideals.
During wilderness wanderings,
a Jethro.
Going back tc wilderness days, Jethrc is preeminent as the
counselor and instructor of Moses during that entire > time.
There was much for Moses tc learn before he could safely undertake
his great commission. He had tc familiarize himself with wilder-
c
ness life. As he became a shepherd in the employ of Jethrc,
no doubt Jethro gave him much needed and valuable advice in re-
adjusting himself tc his new environment after years of luxurious
life in the Egyptian palace. Jethro, apparently, was in sympathy
with Moses's mission.
v
He kept Moses's family while he was asay
and he returned them to Moses when he learned that he was "en-
camped at the Mount cf God— .And Moses—did obeisance, and kissed
him; and they asked each ether cf their welfare; and they came in-
to the tent, and Moses told his f afther-in-law all that Jehovah
had done .And Jethrc rejoiced and offered a burnt offering
and sacrifices fcr God."'
Smith's comment on this passage is suggestive and illuminating:
"The fact of a foreigner's officiating at a sacrifice at which
Aarcn and the elders cf Israel are cnljr guests is sc extracdi-
nary and so much cut cf harmony with later Hebrew thought thafi
we are compelled tc see in this account a very ancient tradition.
According to it the chief men ijl Israel aire received i.frfco cove-
nant with Jethro' s God at a sacrificial meal. Moses is not meB-
1. Cooper's "The Life and Work of Willcam Tyndale," p. XIX, XX of Ihtro.
2. Ex. 3:1 3. Ex. 4:13 4. Ex. 2:2-8
rI
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tiered, probably because^ beiag already in covenant with Yahweh,
he acted as acolyte for his father-in-law. It is possible that
in the original account he was stated, to be a oupil of Jethro
at this function, learning the orcper ritual for the sacrifice
to Yabweh. In any case, this narrative shows tha"t Yahweh was for-
merly introduced to Israel by a Midianite priest. It is sometimes
assumed that Jethro's admiratici for Yahweh's power is admira-
tion' for the God of Israel. Put in that case we shonld expect
him to avow his conversion to this God before sacrificing to him,
and even then he could hardly assume to act as priest. The crilg
exolanation is that Jethro was gratified at the evidence of his
1
own 3od's superiority to all the gods."
There is no doubt as to Jethro's influence in administrative
affairs. Moses acted upon Jethro's advice when he appointed minor
judges or rulers to attend to the lesser affairs of government,
and "he barkened to the voice of his father-in-law and did all
c
that he had said." Jethro's knowledge of local conditions proved
so valuable that ?.'cses begged him to go with them into the Land of
Canaan: "Come with us and we will do thee good... Fe to us in-
stead of eyes,"^ but Jethro preferred to remain in his own country.
prom this account , brief as it is, one is convinced that Jethro
indelibly stamped some new religious and civil ideals upon the
people who were ere long to becon.e known as the Hebrew nation or
the prople of Israel, jethro declared, "I know that Jehovah is
greater than all gods", and he urged the appointment of civil
rulers, "able men, such as fear God, men of truth, hating, unjust gain."
•b. Balaam
Toward, the close of the wilderness wander ings, another character,
Ealaam, became prominent in Hebrew history. ^he story of Balaam as
found in Numbers £2-24 needs to be recalled in considerable detail
in order to understand the impression he made, upon not only the
people of his day but also upon succeeding generations, jjje is in-
1. Smith's "The Religion of Israel", pp.50,cl
2. Fx. 15: 24
S.Kum.lC: 2Sf
4. Ex. 18:11, 21
/-
trodueed a? a man famed fcr his power with Jehovah. God talked
with Ealaam, asking hiir. questiions; God's anger was kindled against
hi» fcr Going to Balak;God put words in Balaam's mouth and made
it very evident that Re was lenient to the iniquities of Ja-
cob whom He had brought out of Egypt / But notwithstanding all
this intimacy between Ealaam and Jehovah at this time, Balaam
became known through out all later generations as the man
who loved the hire of wrong-doing. Indeed, his name became a
synonym for the basest methods of procuring personal gain, The
Balaam episode occurred in the period of time when the Israel-
ites were definitely moving toward the Land of Canaan. They
had passed, the borders of the Edcmites and now the Mcabites'
scouts had reported their approach to V'oabite territory.
Consternation reigned in the encampment of the Moabites
in the plains beyond the Jordan at Jericho. The strange1 folk
were moving again and coming their way! For months now, mar-
velous tales of the restless Israelites had monopolized the
conversation throughout the borders of Moab. The early story
that, had seeped up from the south concerning the conflict
between Arad,the Canaanite, and the Israelites had not dis-
turbed the Moabites, except as it proved an interesting and
exciting item of news. The Dead Sea had separated them from
the scene of action with Arad - but not so the mere recent
negotiations of these Israelites with the Edomites. That was
if more ~ , for that came nearer home. The Edomite
territory stretched just south of the land of the Moab-
ites, so that what tooK place in one country was of great
concern to the other.
these new people, ^hey dimly remembered that their fathers or
their Grandfathers had told them of the hordes of Israel-
ites who had for many Generations been slaves in Egypt and
who had finally broken away from their serfdom and had
crossed the Red Sea through supernatural intervention of their
l.Vou 22: 9; 22: 22; 22: 86; 23: 21; 23: 22
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Ood,dehovah.
Eut now the travellers a>]ong the caravan route through Moab
were telling how these people *vere niovi: ;;, : - -r, id hoi? 11 3
desired to pass through the country of the Edomites, .just to the
south of Moab. Bad they succeeded? Ah! there were some good -stories
about their attempts to §•% the better cf the Edomites! No doubt
the wiseacres of .Moab hacL many a joke over the shrewdness of the
Edomites. They did just right, the Edomites did! The story ran
that the Israelites bad asked to pass through the Edomite country
and that they had promised not to molest the vineyards nor to
make free at the wells of water - but the Edomites would not take
the risk cf trusting their word. They had returned an unfavorable
answer to the embassy from Israel and coupled it with a threat:
"Thou shalt not pass through me, lest I come out with an sword
against thee"(Nuir. 20: 13%, The Israelites pleaded: "Let us keep to
your highways, lie will turn neither to the right hand nor to the
left.",;e will pay for all drinking water used either by us or by
our cattle. Let us just walk through, we beg you." Eut the Edom-
ites flatly refused and, moreover , nut up such a vigorous show of
a fight that the Israelites retreated. This necessitated making
a long detour to the south and thence to the east of Edom. But,
much to tha concern of the Voabites, these Israelites had. not settled
down in the land to the east of Voab - they had moved on, even to
the borders of the land of the Moabites!
The fright cf their people was still fresh in mind when an
embassy of the strangers came to their elders to ask the same
privileges they had asked of the Edomites. These Israelites declared
thev were on the way to a land which was to be giwen their by their
Sod, Jehovah. They seemed civil and Deaceable enough and they prom-
ised to pay for all extra privileges and net to molest anything
by the way - but one could never tell what would happen if once
they got a foothold in the land - therefore the elders cf voab
decided to f 41 low the lead of the Edomites and to refuse positive-
ly any passage across their territory. There could not be much
courage in these people, the ?/oabites c cncluded, f or instead of
fighting it out , man-f ashion, they again made a long detour to the
east, passed the Moabite country and proceeded on to the very north-
ern boundary on the Arnon. ( Num. 21: 13)
Then things began to happen. When the Israelites sent a reouest
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tc pass auietly through the land of the Amcrites, Xing Sihon,nct
only refused but he brought his army forward and gave battle!
Doubtless he knew how meekly they had submitted tc the dictates
of the Edomites and the .Moabites and therefore he felt that it
would, be an easy thing to put them tc flight. But when attacked,
the Israelites showed remarkable courage. Thev were well crgan-
ized. They had a good leader and they swept the land like wild-
fire between the Arnon and the Jabbck - and even beyond to the
Yarmuk. In the history of the oldest inhabit ant , no such sweeping
victories had ever been witnessed. It was net strange, perhaps,
that the unwalled cities had fallen before them, but many of the
cities in this territory had high walls and they were fortified
and their gates were heavily barred, even these cities, sixty of them,
had fallen, one after another, as if built of. cardboard! And the
cruelty of the Israelites! All the inhabitants were put to the
sword! The women and the children were as mercilessly slain as
were the men. Even x,he capital
,
tfeshbon had fallen! Then the Moab-
ites were cut be the quick by a snatch cf a taunt song, sung at
Heshbon but containing a threat tc the Moabites:
"Come ye to heshbon;
£et the city of Sihcn be built and established:
for a fire has gone out of Heshbcn,
A flame from the city cf Sihcn:
It hath devoured Ar of Wcab,
The lords of the high places of the Arnon.
S'oe to thee,Voab!
Thou art undone, C people, pf Chemosh;
He hath given his sens as fugitives,
And his daughters into captivity,
Onto Sihon of the Amorites.
Tie have shot af them; Heshbon has perished even untc Eibon,
And we have laid waste even unto Nophah,
Which reacheth unto tfedeba. " (Nuw.21: S7-S0)
After the series of victories about Heshbon, the Israelites
went north to ?ashan - wonderful grazing ' country up there -
and they attacked and conauered Og,the giant who slept on an iron
bedstead thirteen and a half feet leng and six feet wide. After
this, the Israelites settled, down for awhile, and the Moabites had
begun to breathe easily when wore came that the restless strangers

were again cn the move! Like grasshoppers they spread themselves
ever tne dain above the Arnon,the northern boundarv of Moab. In
orderly array they stretched their tents by the thousands on the
east of the Jordan, opposite Jeriehe. There was no more joking in
the damps of the Woabites. £alak, their king, held maay a counsel
of war, and daily the situation grew more alarming. Scouts olimbed
the heights and brought back word of the endless array of tents
to the north. Fresh in their ears were the terrible tales of the
slaughter of the Amorites. Bolts and bars and walls of masonry
were no protection against the Israelites.
After sleedess nights of anxiety, Balak, the sen of Zippor,
became inspired with a brilliant idea. His counselors agreed that
he had hit upon a novel plan and upon one Jrhat gave premise of
solving their problem. As Balak said: "The Israelites are too much
for me;their multitudes wiuld lick up" all that pertained to S/oab
"es an ox licketh up the grass" (Num.<£:4). Nothing less than the
supernatural would avail. Ealak had conceived how it might be pos-
sible to lay hold on the help of God - even Israel's God, Jehovah!
Ride-eyed and open-mouthed the elders listened as Balak recounted
the fame of "Balaam, the son of Beor*,who lived in Pethor which is
by the River" - probably the Fiver Euphrates, (Num. ££: 5). The spot
light on this bit of information revealed the fact that Ealaam
was not enlisted in, nor had he personal aoauaintanve with, the
group of the Chosen People, even though he had lived, perhaps, near
the place from whence Abraham had mcgrated and he certainly knew
and worshipped Israel's God. This section cf country was noted
for its diviners, and Balaam was the most famous soothsayer of the
day, very likely a professional, who had strange power with Jehovah.
Palak was confident that Balaam cculd be hired to use that power
to the advantage cf the Mcabites and to the great discomfort cf
the Israelites. The story as it is iiven is a trifle confusing,
for it is a Irtcsaic cut together from two scurces - the author cf
the southern Judean histcry and that cf the northern Epbraimitic
history. This story had r>ade such an impression cn tfee people cf
its day that it was related far and wide and written in the annals
cf both the north and the south. The southern bards always related
their stories in a vivid style, using concrete terms, adding here
and there a touch of the supernatural, for angels were frequently
press;: and .2 not unusual to converse with animals. The
northern writer was s© fanciful. The two stories, however,
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Lr the i though they differ in details. Both empha-
sized the importance of Balaam and of his power with Jehovah. The
name of Ealaam was spoken with awe. He worshipped Jehovah! He was
a being apart, a diviner, altogether above the ordinary individual.
He was reckoned as a spiritual man, a man, as it were, who flashefi a
light thaf was seen over vast stretches of wilderness darkness.
A much abridged account of the Judean story 'follows: Ealak sent to
Num.22) Balaam, saying : behold there is a people come omt from Egypt:
behold they cover the face of the earth, and they abide over agaitist
me. Come now, therefore, I prav thee, curse me this people; for they are
too mighty for me: peradventure I shall prevail, that we may smite
them, and that I may drive them out of the land; for I know that he
whom thou blessest is blessed and he whom them cursest is cursed...
And Balaam sent reply, "If Ealak would gise me his house full of
silver and gold, I cannot go beyond the word of Jehovah, my God, to
do less or more'.'But Balaam went to Ealak, riding upon his ass. The
ass acted strangely - once turning cut of the road, once crushing
Balaam's foot against a wall, once lving down, and finally telling
Balaam that he had been saving his life by avoiding an unseen ad-
versary with a drawn sword* But eventually the abused beast carried
Balaam safely to Balak. Then a series of offerings are made to
Jehovah - Balaam sees the rows of the tents of the Israelites and'
when he opens his mouth it is always to bless, instead of to curse,
the Israelites. Palak gets more and more angry, changes positions
so that Ealaam can see less and. less of the Israelites - but ap-
parently to no avail, and the story appears to leave Balak in des-
pair and Balaam true to his high ideals.
But a later chapter tells a disgraceful story of the Israelites
eating and bowing down to the gods of the Mjoabites and "playing the
harlot with the daughters of Moab." A terrible punishment takes
place - the guilty men of Israel are put to death, a battle ensues
between Israel and Moab,the Moabites are beaten and among the slain,
Balaam ia mentioned. So he had been staying in the camp of Balak!
And what shall we conclude abo^t Balaam? fihen we were first in-
troduced to him, we thought we had found a man of superior spirit-
ual attainment. A crisis came to his life when Balak called him
to the Arnon. That gave him the "opportunity for immediate contact
with God^g people - for closed intercourse with God himself, and thus
for attaining that fulness of prophetic gifts and dignity to which

he would seem to have aspired. But he loved the wages of
unrighteousness, and strove, for the sake of them, to break
away from the lines of conduct distinctly prescribed to
him by God. When lis perversity was at length overborne by
irresistible influence from on high, arid the gold and honors
of Palak seeded to be finally lost, he became reckless and
te, ",as if in defiance, counseled the evil strategem
by which he hoped to compass indirectly that ruin of God's
people which he had withheld, from working otherwise. He thus,
like .Ahithophel , in Old Testament history, and Judas, in the
Few Testament , set in motion a train of events which involved
his own destruction... Yet this man had uttered, prophecies
which are among the noblest and most distinct in Scripture."
But the Few Testament adds several illuminating passages:
"But these, as creatures without reason, born mere animals to
be taken and destroyed, railing in matters whereof they are
ignorant , shall in their destroying surely be destroyed, suf-
fering wrong as the hire of wrong-doing; men that count it
pleasure to revel in the day-t ime, spots and blemishes, rev-
elling it your deceivings while they feast, with you; having
eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; enticing,
unstedfast souls; having a heart exercised in covetousness;
children of cursing; f*orsaking the right way, they went astray,
having followed the way of Balaam the son of Beor,who loved,
the hire or wrong-doing; but he was rebuked for his own trans-
gression: a dumb ass spake with man's voice and stayed the
madness of the prophet. These are springs wit";.out v?ater,and
mists driven by the storm; for whom the blackness of darkness
hath been reserved. n And the message to the church in Fer-
gamurc contains these words: "But I have a few things against
thee, because thou hast there some that hold, the teaching of
Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a stumblingblock before the
children of Israel, tp eat things sacrificed, to idols, and to
commit fornication."
1. Abbott's "Dictionary of Religious Knowledge", p.9S
2. II Pet. 2: 12-17
3. Rev. 2: 14

Supposing Balaam had gone to the Israelites' camp instead of
remaining in the MoabitaS ' camp, when he first realized that God
was 5oing to bless them? ,J e mipht have become one of their
honored prophets. As it is, his name has come down through
thirty centuries as a name for execration - the synonym for
high ideals that have been bedra-^led in the mire of brib-
ery and corruption. Like Tito, in George Eliot's "Romola",
a youth who attracted all at first,but as time passed,
who steadily degenerated because he followed his selfish
impulses, so Balaam, because of his love for £old, brought
down upon his own head, the ruined structure of his soul's
achievement
.
.Caleb
In the wilderness days and Ions afterward, Caleb was dis-
tinquished as a faithful champion of Jehovah's cause. He
was chosen to represent the tribe of Judah on the eventful
excursion to spy out the Land of Canaan, to note the type
of inhabitants, their cities and strongholds, the condition
of the soil, whether tillable, pasturafe, or wooded, and all
other points cf interest.-* Cf the twelve chosen , al 1 , no doubt,
men of initiative and courage, only two, Caleb and Joshua, left
records which are viewed with pride. mhe twelve accomplished
their mission and returned, in safetv,but two alone came back
undaunted by the sights they saw and their hardships under-
gone, while ten returned, with weakened knees, fearf ul hearts,
and tongues that wa^ed concerning fortified cities and a
race of Giants so hu^e the spies looked like Grasshoppers
in comparison. Open-mouthed the Israelites listened to
these frightful stories. rr hey were wrought upon until the
whole congregation burst into loud wails and lamentations:
"''ould that we had died in the land of Egypt! or would
1. Numbers IS

so
that we had died in this wilderness! And wherefore doth
Jehovah brin£ us unto this land, to fall by the sword? Cur
wives and our little ones will be a prey: were it not bet-
ter for us to return into Egypt?"
Caleb and Joshua vehemently affirmed that the land was
a good one, that under the protection of Jehovah there was
nothing to fear, yet in spite of their courageous and op-
timistic .attitude, had not the "glory of Jehovah (oppor-
tunely) appeared in the tsnt of meeting", the people would
have stoned their two bravest and most courageous men in the
frouv.* For the lack of faith of the Israelites in gen-
eral, it was decreed that the wanderings in the wilderness
be continued until all of that ?enerat ion , over twenty years
of a^.e, except Caleb and Joshua, should have laid down their
lives. "As I live,saith Jehovah, surely as ye have spoken in
mine ears, so will I do to you:vour dead bodies shall fall
in this wilderness; and all that were numbered of you, ac-
cording to your whole number, from twenty years old and up-
ward, that have murmured against me, surely ye shall not come
into the land, concerning which I sware that I would make you
dwell therein, save Caleb the son of Jephunneh, and Joshua the
son of Nun... And vour children shall be wanderers in the
wilderness forty years." And so it v?as. Later on, Caleb
was especially mentioned as meriting Jehovah's favor and
Joshua became .loses' successor.^ Caleb was given the allotment
of southern Judah, including Hebron, for his inheritance, and
there he added to his possessions in the conquest of Debir,
at which time he offered his daughter, Achsah, as a prize to
the victorious captain.' Caleb made a name for himself
and his posterity. He added to the sum total of Israelit-
isn worthy characters by accepting imposed responsibilities
and by portraying a true spirit of courage and optimism.
1 . Sum. 14: 2,
£
2. Num. 14: 8-1
S . urn. 14: 28-30, 3S
4. Josh. 14: 13, 14 and Dent. 34:9
c. Judg.l: 11-13
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2. During the conquest of Canaan.
a<Rahab the Harlot.
During the conquest of Canaan there were several exceptionally
interesting Deople that might properly be olaced in the category
of secondary characters, but four only will be so listed: Rahab,
Qeborah, Gide.orj, and Ruth.
6f all the »onen - or men, for thai? matter - who lived in Jer-
icho in the twelfth century B.C.,Rahab alone is known to us by
name, and this is due to the fact that she alone in that city was
one to discern the signs of the times. "Jericho, which must have been
old, even in Rahab's day, has left no records of its victories or
defeats, except as it came in conflict with the people of Jehovan.
Rahab had a reputation among the city dwellers of Jericho and
Rahab has been talked about during sverv feneration since her day.
Pious peoole have tried to explain away the epithet attached to
her name,?nd have called her an "inn keeper", but Deople wise in
the lore of the last declare there were no inns in her day. What-
ever kind of house she keot , however , was wel 1-known and travellers
were directed to it for food and lodging.
From what we know of Rahab, she seems to have bean naturally
intelligent; she could think for herself and act on her own good
judgment. She must have been a food judge of other people - she
was net easily taken in by wayfarers who came her ?<ay. Probably
she was good company and food looking. She impresses one with her
initiative, with love and oversight of her family, for she took
care of the whole group - f ather, mother , brothers, and sisters -
in the days of the siege , although they had apparently east her
adrift before that time. She was thrifty and a good provider, for
her housetop was covered, with flax, laid in order, to be prepared
for the weaving the linen for her household. She was ouick-witted.
She realized the danger of her guests and knew where to conceal them
auickly. She could deceive and lie readily in a good cause with-
out changing color.'"' According to oresent-day, orthodox standards,
deceit and lying are sinful, but they were not so severely condemned
according to the standards of her day. It vras a commendable bit
of shcewdness to be sharper witted than her opponents - anything
was fair to win one's cause in love and war. But would a primary
character, like Joshua, have stooped to such trickery? Perhaps not,
l.Josh.£:~ g.J0sh.2:4,8 3. Josh. 2:4,5

yet note that it was Joshua who sent the scies into Jericho and
that the Israelites have olaoed Rahab on the honor roll of their
worthies along with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, and Moses. There
must bs scire good reason for this high honor, for unworthy peo-
ple are not thus revered for thousands of vears. "fie have already
seen that Balaam, the prophet, has been for this length of time a
by-word for all that is contemptible. Let us consider the story
of Rahab thoughtfully in order to discover why she has been held
in saeh esteem.
As usual, the story is brief and we ere .justified in reading
certain conelusicns between the lines. In the first place, ^e must
dwell upon the statement that Rahab had heard of the Israelites
lcn£ before she sew the two spies. The story of the crossing of
the Red Sea had been current for forty years. It was a marvel-
ous tale and the point of the storv had not been lestV-1JEHOVAH
1
dried the waters of the Red Sea for the Israelites." Do you
surmise that Rahab wished to know more about this powerf ul , won-
der-working God of Israel? Then things, near at hand, had been
happening in recent days - unbelievable victories over King Si-
hen and the giant, Kin^ Cs, whose cities, wal led to heaven, had been
delivered into the hands of these strange wcrshiccers of Jehcvah-
nothing seemed impossible for then. Tftith bated breath, news-
mongers had rehearsed over and ever the accounts of the victories
of the ceople cf God. Not a child in Jericho but had heard the
dreadful stories. Wen, women, and children had perished, whole
cities of them. Rahab was convinced that, there was no God like
.jehovah - it was Bis might that prevailed. She frankly admitted
that the hearts of the citizens cf Jericho fairly melted - every
semblance of stability of purpose cozed cut like thin sac - net
a particle of spirit was left in the most veliant cf these weak-
spirited mud-dabblers. ° For, as Smith says: "Her people seem
never to have been distinguished fcr bravery ; and, indeed, in that
el imate, how could they? Enervated by great heat it was impos-
sible they could be warriors, or anything but irrigators, oaddlers
in water and soft earth." * Hence it was that the Israelites
1. Josh. 2: 10 £.Num-£: 21-£5 S. Josh. 2:
3
4. Smith's "'The Historical geography of the Holy Land", p. £68.

had won Jericho before ever they crossed the Jordan, as they did
net tenon it, they sent two soies to study the fortifications, to
take note of means of defense, and to learn of the courage of the
city dwellers.
Jericho did not' cover a sreat area. I have stood cn the mound
of its ancient ruins which is just a mole on the furrowed cheek
of the Jordan valley. Excavations have been made in this very
mound and the walls, made of sun-dried bricks have been traced
on three sides, making certain their extent and thickness. Evi-
dences of fire, which centuries do not efface, are to be seen,
confirming the biblical storv that the city was burned. As is
the custom, even today, the wailed cities were crowded to the
limit. Houses were huidled together so that they were raised even
cn bne city walls, which were from four to ten feet thick in
Jericho. These elevated houses were built wider than the walls
so that they projected cut on each side like cvsr-han^ing bal-
conies. I saw such dwellings in Damascus, shared by families of
human beings and by animals. One house was made beautiful with
flowering vines and shrubs ?rowin?5 from pots cf sarth. In such
a house Rabat lived above the city scum, in the curer air on the
city wall, in the brilliant sunlight.
One wonders what she thought when the two spies came to her
home for dinner. It was no new thing to receive strangers. Jeri-
cho was used to all sorts of travellers from the four corners of
the world. But these two men impressed Rahab with their signif-
icance and worth. Mo doubt they had been loafing about the street
corners all day , listening to street talk but askins? few questions.
The location of all the spates and the means for fastening them
would be specially noted, ^he day had almost gone and they had
seemingly attracted no unpleasant attention. Might was coming
on and they had ^one to Rahab's house for supper and lodging.
Suddenly Rahab is made aware that royal messengers are climbing
the steps to her house on the wall, flow did she manage to hur-
ry the two stfran^ers up to the roof, cover them, obliterate all
traces of the disturbance to the orderly-laid flax stalks, and
be baek in season to meet, without a flutter, the kind's agehts?
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"Deliver your Quests", said the men, "for they are spies."
"Spies! were those men spies?" Rahab asks with innocent
concern. "Surely, they have been here, but while I was busy
with my house-keeping, they must have slipped out. :T ow I
think of it, they disappeared about the time of the closing of
the city gates. Probably they saw to it to get out before the
•sates were shut for the night. Hurry after them - tfeey cannot
have ^one far." And the men went out , hot -f ootedly, in a vain
pursuit, as we very well Know.~
Rahab was soon in conference with the two men on the roof.
She confessed to them her admiration for Jehovah, their God. She
was certain Jericho would fall, as had fallen the cities of Ba-
shan and of the Ammonites. She longed to live, and not she alone
but to have with her all of her loved family also. She pleaded
for their lives.
"I have dealt kindly with ycu. I have not delivered you to
tfe€ tcrture of my king. Now spare me and my father, rc, mother,
my brothers, and my sisters. Do not deliver us to death. Give
me a pledge of good faith to preserve us in the day when Je-
hovah delivers this city into your hands.""'
The spies solemnly swore on their lives to spare her and
her family if she did net break faith with them. A sign was
agreed upop,a scarlet thread was to be suspended from heac
window. All her family must keep within her house - the spies
would not be responsible for any one outside. The oaths were
repeated. Rahab promised not to tell their business and the
spies promised to spare all within her house from the window
of which should dandle the scarlst thread. She gave her part-
ing advice: "Go to the mountain over yonder" - later associated,
with the Temptation of J^suc - "keep in hiding three days,
then make your way back to your people." She let them down
from her window, by means of a cord, and she bound the scarlet
thread, in the wis dow. '
Rahab must have had persuasiveness and authority , for he?
family entered her hoir,e,kept faith with Rahab's contract, and
1 • Josh .2:2,8
2. Josh. 2: 4-7
3. Josh. 2: 12f
4. Josh. 2: 15,21

awaited the outcome. Days passed and Rahab kept watch toward
the Jordan frorr, her housetop. In time what she had expected c a. me •
The valley was filled with tents - the Israelites had crossed the
Jordan! The inhabitants of Jericho were terror-stricken. Again
the waters had been parted by the God who watched over the inter-
ests of the Israelites. Strange ceremonies had taken place, an ac-
count of which had reached the ears within the walls of Jericho.
Very scon the city of Jericho was shut up as securely as bolts
and bars could make her. No one ventured outside.
One morning , early , the city people went white with terror at
the sights and sounds they saw and heard. Soldiers advanced to
the city walls, followed by priests bearing the symbol of Jehovah's
presence - the ark - other priests followed blowing blasts on rams
horns, f ollowed. by a host of people. The whole precession slowly
marched around the city wall. With bated breath, with trembling
limbs, with terror-stricken faces the people awaited the end -
but it did not come! The procession moved on! The day and the
night passed and all was well. But morning brought again" the same
procession. Surely now the end had come. Breathlessly they waited,
but the procession trailed back to their own encampment after once
circling the city walls. Nothing happened to the people inside the
walls of Jericho. They were puzzled over the strange manceuvers of
these strangers. What could they mean? A third day - and. the
same program was enacted. T.o harm done that day. Surely the Israel
ites must be crazy. Nothing to fear in them after all! But Rahab
and her family held their tongues and waited, and the scarlet
thread floated in the breeze from Rahab' s window. A fourth day,
a
fifth day, and a sixth day. mhe strange processions, the strange
blasts on the rams' horns, but no damage done to Jericho. mension
was done, vi dilance ceased, fear was well-nigh done, amusement crept
in. He one bothered about the dates any more. All were crowded
on the wall to see the crazy acts of the stfrangers.
What went on behind Rahab 's doors? How she must have ardued
in favor of Israel's God? How she must have rehearsed all the
stories she had heard of the Israelites! How she must have ex-
pressed her faith, in the two spies! How her younger brothers,
true to boy nature, demanded to be out with other boys to see
what was doind on! When two, three, f our, five, siy days passed

and no calamity befell Jericho, how foolish they must have thought
her! Put Rahab did net lose faith - the scarlet thread still
waved from her window. On the seventh day - did Rahan stand, with
her back to the door to Keep her family in by main force? Whether
or no, it is certain that the scarlet thread still waved triumph-
antly from Rahab's window, for BAHAB HAD. KEPT FAITH !
A>?ain the procession encircled the walls once - and once a?5ain -
and again and again - even for seven times. Then a mighty shout
went up, the priests blew lustily on their horns, pandemonium broke
loose, and the next the people of Jericho knew, the Israelites were
upon them! The slaughter "had commenced! Conf usion, shrieks, sobs,
groans - then an ominous silence! Rahab and her family remained
within Rahab's house, and the scarlet thread, swun^ from the window.
A knock came at Rahab's door. Jehovah, Israel ' s God, had again given
victrrv,and Jehovah's people had come to save Rahab. She and her
family had kept faith. They were conveyed safely to the camp of
the Israelites, and then Jericho was burned, totally destroyed, a
"devoted" thin£,and a curse was pronounced upon anv one who ever
rebuilt it.
Rahab was treated with sreat honor by the Israelites, because
she hid the messengers and had kept faith with them. Her name was
never allowed to pass into oblivion. In the genealogy given in
Matthew, the first chapter, only five women are mentioned, and Ra-
hab is one. She married a worthy Israelite named Salmon and their
first born was Rcaz, prosperous and honorable, who married Ruth, and
they were the grandparents of David.'1 Eminent biblical critics
think there is no mistake in this conclusion. Again, in Hebrews 11,
that classic chapter on the heroes of faith, Rahab the harlot
ranks as a shining' example cf faith and obedience and action,
"having received the spies with peace." jame's, t he practical,
used Rahab's name to support his theory of the importance of
good works: "Was not Rahab the harlot justified, by works, in t hat
she received the messengers, and sent them out another way?"
1. Josh* 6.: 24^86
S.Abbott's Dictionary of Religious Knowledge, p. 789
Hastings' "Dictionary of the Pible", p. 782
Robertson's "Harmony of the Gospels", p. 260
c . James 2: 25
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Although Rahab has been branded through the centuries with the
conseauences of her early life before she knew a righteous God,
vet, even such as she, when her chance of enlightenment came, em-
braced her opportunities and became numbered with the children
of Jehovah, the wife of a leading Israelite, the mother or a noble
son, the ancestress ,if the records are rightly interpreted, of
the Davidic line which culminated in the Divine Son of \<ary.
The taking of Jericho was an entering wedge to the conquest
of the country beyond the Jordan. As the pioneers of Israel ad-
vanced, step by step, they were forced to do freouent battle, usu-
ally against almost overwhelming odds in order "to have and to
hold" a place for themselves in the new land. When -the situation
became extremely desperate, a ".judge" arose to save them. Several
.judges came into prominence, but we shall ir.axe mention of but two,
Deborah and Gideon, who delivered the Israelites from the extreme-
ly burdensome oppression of neighboring peonies. Deborah was a
prophetess
,
yet she .judged Israel . ^ ^ uc^g» ^ : 4 )
b. Deborah
Among many worthy women no one is more worthy of the title of
"Mother of Israel" than Deborah. Yet how little we know about her!
The "distilled essence" of her life, however, is like a strong whiff
of smelling salts, invigorating , reviving, and life-giving. Qeborah
was the great woman of her day, even in a time when the inferiority
o* women was commonly believed. Dfebcrah had a husband, a man whose
name would never have come down in history except for his good sense
in becoming her husband. They lived in the hill country of Ephraim and
their house, or tent, was distinguished because of the y&lm tree in the
front yard. The house was much f reque;it^, but people did not go here
to see Lappidoth,thev went to see his wife, Deborah, f or she was a pro-
phetess and she judged Israel .Sewer had the times been more evil,nev-
er had the outlook been darker . Heathen Canaanites all about them
who not alone held the upper hand, they made life all but unbearable
for the newcomers. Seborah sensed the situation. Things were going
from bad to worse and not a man dared, raise the banner of revolt and
strike for freedom. Forty thousand men in Israel, and not a shield or
spear among them! Travel for the Israelites had ceased along the high-
ways on :accoW of the frequeiaey of highway robbery and murder. ^'he
Israelites skulked along unfreouented. byways and scuttled to cover,
like so many rabbits, at the first intimation of danger. For twenty
vears the King of Canaan had "mightily oppressed" them, ( Judg.
4: 3)
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As King Jabin had 900 chariots of iron, what could the unarmed Israel-
ites do against his ji.ishtTFo doubt oppression meant nore than paying
the toll demanded by plunderers, pillagers, and nhighwaymen, it pro-
bably meant slavery for young men and young women, and. what
would firs the soul of a mother cf Israel like the know-
ledge that her daughters Were forced tc a life cf shame?
At any rate, as tale after tale cf distress came tc Deborah's
ears, while she sat under her palm tree, her blocd began to
boil and finally she, Deborah, a "mother of Israel AROSE" !
And things began tc happen. 'A'hen a woman like Deborah cnce gets
thoroughly stirred tc action, men are positively obliged tc take
part, kebcrah succeeded in arcusing sufficient spirit in the
men folk to organize forces. She influenced Barak to lead these
forces, if she would gc along with him.
Ihe central tribes responded as it was for their interest
so tc do. But the tribes cf Reuben, Dan, and Asher held aloof.
Reuben wavered i.fi the balance but finallv settled down "by the
1
water conrses — to hear the pipings for the flocks." Gilead
felt ouite secure as the great separator, the Jordan river, in-
tervened; and Dan and Asher were so interested in their own com-
mercial enterprises that they left the central tribes to settle
their own difficulties.
The cause was a righteous one. fieborah was sure it wofcld
be championed by -Jehovah and she foresaw that the big strokes
would be made by women, inspired by faith *ija, and loyalty to,
Jehovah. The battlefield was the famous plain of Esdraeloh,
a vast level ofl which the war chariots of Canaan coald ordina-
rily mow down their enemies as a machine cuts grass. By thou-
sands the undrilled and unarmed Israelites gathered under Mount
Tabor. Not all of these were loyal , However , for Heber,the Kenite,
acted as spy in favor of the Canaanites. Jabin 's captain,
Sisera, prepared his nine hundred war chariots, no doubt assur-
ing himself of an easy victory and the complete annihilation
of these troublesome new immigrants.
While the others concerned, were making preparations, Debo-
rah kept her eyes on the heavens. When every sign looked to her
satisf act Ion, she called tc Barak: "Up! for this is the day in
which Jehovah hath delivered Sisera into tha hand. Is not $e-
Judges 5:16
2. Judges 4:11,12
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hovah £one out before thee?"
-
It would seem that He had, for the
elements broke loose, the storm swept the plain, the noble Kishon
overflowed its banks, the earth became so soft the chariot wheels
stuck in the mud, the horses plunged and leaped and became un-^
manageable, and that ancient river, Kishon, swept all before it.
The Canaanites were utterly routed and the fatal blow of the ham-
mer, wielded by Jasl,the wife of the traitor Heber, closed the
career of Sisera. Deborah had! freed Israel from the oppression
of the Canaanites.
Perhaps Deborah herself wrote that wonderful Ode - the great-
est war scn£ of the a^es.*
3
No man, it seems to me, would have thought
to ur$e the groups of women who went to the wells for water to
rehearse these wondrous acts of Jehovah, or to have added the pa-
thetic picture at the' close of Sisera' s mother watching through
the lattiae for the return of her loved son, the while reassur-
ing herself and being reassured by her waiting-women, that Sisera
tarried for the distribution of the spoil, for embroideries and
for his choice of captive maidens! Surely that was why his char-
iot was so long in coming, whv tarried so lon£ the wheels of his
chariot. " The women of Israel knew what it was to wait for the
ones who never returned and even in tneir exultation over this
unprecedented victory, they could not forget the heartPache of
the hated enemy's mother. The intensity of racial feeling is
strongly brought out in this episode of the Israelites.
Fowler says that from the historian's point of view, this
son2 is the"most important document for the formative period
5
of Israel." " ienun? is of the opinion that the Song of Deborah
is "perhaps the earliest literary piece which as a whole can
be taken as contemporaneous with the event" so that it
"makes a convenient starting point alike in history and in lit-
erature, f rem which we can reckon both backwards and forwards."
Genun£ places the date about 1250 F.C. ; Professor Laura H. Wild
1. Judges 4:14
2. Judges 5:21
3. Gordon's "The Poets of the Old Testament", p 31
4. Judges 5:28
5. Fowler's "A History of the Literature of Ancient Israel" ppl7,18
p.genang's "Guidebook to the Biblical Literature", p5
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cj3ideon.
1
places it in the tenth century B.C. At this early date, there-
fore, we learn through the Song of Deborah that deep emotions
were capable of being spontaneously expressed in language and
style unsurDassed since that glorious day. This ode is the work
of a great poet and a genius, whoever he or she may have been.
From the heights of inspired poetry we next turn to the thril-
ling narrative in the days of the Judges when the Midianites
were especially troublesome. The account states tnat the Israel-
ites sowed fields with grain but before it could be harvested
the Midianites swooped down, as "locusts for multitude", reaped
the grain, loaded it on their camels and made off in a cloud of
dust. They also gathered in the flocks and herds of the Israel-
ites so there was left "neither sheep nor ox nor ass".6" Hence
the Israelites became exceedingly .vary and concealed themselves
g
in caves and dens and strongholds.
One voung man, Gideon by name, had succeeded in reaping his field
of wheat and hiding it in an underground winepress. Under great
difficulties he commenced beating out the grain by hand, a slow
and dusty process in his cramped auarters. His heart was hot
within him over his enforced limitations and the oppression of
his enemies. Very likely he dreamed of some hero who would arise
to smite the Midianites, hip and. thigh, but that hero had rot arrived
and the flail rose and fell until Gideon all but choked in the dust.
As the blows beat harder and faster, a voice was heard saying, "Jeho-
vah is with thee, thou mighty man o f valor!" It was a startling V
thought, more than Gideon could sense for a time. He questioned the
ways of Jehovah and Jehovah answered by definitely telling him to
"Go in this thy might and save Israel from the hand of the Mrdran-
ites,"* Gideon heard the oall,but as he was not sure that he inter-
preted it aright, he demanded signs to confirm it, which were given.
When all things pointed to him as the chosen leader , Gideon set out
on his mission.
His first venture vet in connection with his own home. His father
1. Wild's "A Literary Guide to the Bible", p. 48
2. Judges 3:3,4
S.Judges 6:£
4. Judg.^: 14
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had built an altar to Baal and had erected an Asherah beside it.
Under the cover of darkness , Gideon and ten of his servants de-
molished the heathen structures, erected an altar to Jehovah and
sacrificed an ox thereon. In the morning a hue and cry was raised
by the worshippers of Baal and things looked dark for Gideon. But
Gideon's father upheld his son and told his neighbors to leave the
matter to Baal to avenge. Gideon must have been encouraged, f or the
next we learn about him, he is planning an attack on the Midianites.
There were many details in the plans which Gideon made in regard
to tne conflict with the Midianites. Thirty-two thousand people re-
sponded to his call, but he did not know how to manage so many. More-
over, it was evident that many vtere lacking in courage and Gideon
told all the "fearful and trembling" to go home. Two-thirds of the
recruits decamped! Put the remaining ten thousand were still too
many. The selective process went on until only three hundred were
left, men who had proved their alertness and vigor and enthusiasm.
But Gideon, on the eve of battle, needed further encouragement , and
he was hidden to take his servant, Purah, and creep down to the camp
of the Midianites and listen to the camp-fire talk. On the outskirts
of the huge encampment, a Midiaaite was relating a dream. In his dream
he saw a cake of barley rolling into their camp which overturned a
tent! An insignificant little cake of barley actually turning a
tent upside down! What could it mean? One of the dreamer's compan-
ions in an awe-struck voice declared it portended victory for Gid-
eon. n,T,his is nothing else save the sword of Gideon... Into his hand
God hath delivered Midian,and all the host." 6 The victory was won.
Already the Midianites were fearful and it only took the smashing
of a few pitchers, the flashing of a few torches, and. some mighty
shouts to completely demoralize the Midian host and to send them
flying in a panic across the ford of Jordan.
Like many another hero who has met a difficult situation, Gideon
had to meet the severe criticism of those who had not been the spot
lights in the movement. The feelings of the men of Ephraim had to be
soothed and Gideon showed his diplomacy in dealing with them. Gideon
continued his conquests - his fighting blood was boiling - and. he
inflicted cruelly severe punishment on cities which gave him no aid.
Gideon became the hero of his day, the man of might who was worthy to
he called a king. His admiring countrymen besought him to become a

king, 'but he refused, saying, "Jehovah shall rule over you." He
did, however, accept large gifts of the spoils with which he made
an "ephod" that , according to the story, did not add to the lus-
ter of his renown for "it became a snare unto Gideon and to his
house." Hut the .Midianites were subdued, they held up their heads
no more, and Israel had rest ^or forty years. 6
.Ruth
From the exploits of war and bloodshed, it is delightful to turn
to a "charming idyll or early prose narrative""3 fragrant with home-
ly virtues which made life sweet and wholesome. The book of Ruth is
placed after the book of Judges and some scholars claim that it was
originally part of Judges. ' Genung calls it the "daintiest of love
idyls", quoting Goethe, and he says "it fits without trimming into
every age"';' but the fact that the Hebrews placed it in the third
division of their writings "is a silent indication of. its lateness."
Fowler thinks that the nucleus" of the story is early, but that its
present form is "a product of the age of priestlv reform." Whatever
its date may be, it is a classic that has proved of universal inter-
est during centuries of time. It records the every day doings of peo-
ple in their ordinary work of life: their love for home, their friend-
ships, their business relations, such as buying and selling property,
and their social customs at the time cf births, marriages, and deaths,
just the things that interest every one cf us.
Disregarding the Question of the date of the composition of the
book, let us assume -that in some period before the days of the mon-
archy there lived one of the best loved of biblical women. For the
story cf Ruth, the Voabitess , the faithful friend, is one of the most
beautiful, the most f ascinat iong,, and the most illuminating in all
1 iterature.
T
"ard times had come to Pethlehem-Judah , f or there was a famine
in the land. Host of the people made the best of the situation with-
out leaving the country, but there was one man, Elimelech, who set out
with his wife, Kaomi, and their two sons, Mah Ion and Chilion,for the
land of Mcab.But things did not go well in the new land. In a
I.Judges 8:23 £. Judges 8:27,26
3.Ryle's "Canon of the Old mestament," p. 181 4. Ibid. , p. 142
5. Genung' s "Guidebook to the Biblical Literature", p. 417
n. Ibid., p. 417
7. Fowler's "A History of the Literature of Ancient Israel," p. 310
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short t ime, llimelech died and the two sons, after having married
heathen girls, despised Moabites, also died. In less than ten years in
the land of Moab, Naomi had lost her husband, and' her two sons. Do
you wonder that Naomi began to think it was time to get back to
her own people and her own country? She had heard that prosperity
had again come to toe home land, and I imagine that she wearied for
a chance to worship in the old-time fashion and to feel that sfee
was with the people of her own faith.
One day, another party set out for a long .journey. This time
there was a heart-broken woman in middle life and two forlorn
young women, sett ing their faces toward Bet hlehem-Judah. Cn the
way, it apparently occurred to Naomi that these girls, who nad be-
come dear to her, would not be welcomed in the land of Judah. There'
were heart-breaking sobs during which Orpah,very reluctantly,
kissed her mother-in-law and turned her face back back toward the
land of ioab. Not so, Ruth, per reply to Naomi was a most unhesita-
ting declaration of affection .unsurpassed in any literature.
"Entreat me not to leave thee, and to return -from following after
thee; for whither thou goest,I will go; and where thou lodgest^I
will lodge; thy people shall be my people, and thy God ,my God; and
where thou diest,will I die, and there will I be buried; jehovah do
so to me, and more also, if aught but death part. thee and me." (Ruth
6:16,17). From that time on, we have a record of a friendship
which has never been surpassed among women. Neither ihe world nor
the field of literature has any other such account . When we speak of
the friendships of women, we can only say they are something like
the friendship of Ruth for Naomi. What makes it so unusual? It
was a friendship that stood the acid test of every relation that
could be put upon it. Iz stood the test cf the intimate relation
between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, even when the daughter-
in-law belonged to a despised foreign race; it was greater than
blood ties and love cf country, for Ruth left all these to go with
?aomi;it held through hard work and poverty - many friendships
have done that - but it was also beautiful in prosperity ; and
best of all, it was not jealous cf a grandmother's love and devotion
when the baby came to the home. Eut when Ruth made her great decision,
what did it seem to promise for Ruth? Nothing at all but the care
of a poor old woman. To my mind it speaks volumes for the character
of Mahl©B,f©r had he not been kind to Ruth, would she have left all
to care for his aged mother and have accepted his God for her 3od?
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.During the period cf the kingdom,
a. During David's day
(1) Jonathan
As Ruth was the ancestress of David, it is fitting that we should
next consider some people during his day - secondary characters -
such as Jonathan, the ideal friend; genaiah, the man of valor; Ittai,
the man cf devotion; Hushai, the man of loyalty; and Rizpah,the pattern
of maternal devotion.
If one should search the records of all times and climes, no more
loyal friend among men could be found than Jonathan, the prince, who
was willing to take second place in the presence of his friend, David.
Jonathan was heir to a throne, but his love for David counted far more
than to become a king. Jonathan was loyal to his father, King Saul, and
fought to his death in his 'cause, yet he even dared to set aside his
father's wishes in order to befriend David. Jonathan ' s soul was knit
to the soul of David and at the peril of position and even life it-
self, he wrought for his friend's interest s.'For David, it meant deliv-
erance from the hands of assassins, it meant support and a safe-guard.
For Jonathan, the reward was the transforming love which transfused
his soul and made each sacrifice a delight. Jonathan placed his all ]
in the scales when David's friendship tipped the other end of the
scale's beam. Any nation might call itself proud to have reared a
man with a love like Jonathan's.
(2) Benaiah
All the world applauds a man of v°lcr, especially one who performs
feats that are unusual . -anaiah was or.i of the bravest: he put to
death, withomt a tremor . apparent ly, the mighty Joab,the cringing
prince, Adcnijah, and the sccf f er, Shimei . Put those things were all in
the day's work for the leader of the kind's bodyguard. Benaiah won
his fame by two or three rather unusual exploits. An Egyptian, a power^-
ful man, armed with a long spear, pitted his might agaijst Fenaiah.
Eanaiah was armed only with a staff, but so skilful was he that he
managed to ward, off the thrusts of the spear, and finally to pluck
the spear out of the Egyptian's hand and put him to death with
his own weapon. He also slew two sons of Ariel of «.(oab, which ap-
1.1 Sam. 23: 17
2.1 Sam. IS:
1

peared to have been something above the ordinary.
But the spectacular exploit of Renaih that looms large in
the annals, has to do with the slaying of a lion which was lurk-
ing in a pit. This deed was accomplished during the time when
snow was on the ground. Under ordinary circumstances that might
not appear so remarkable a perf ormance, but consider that this
was before the time of modern weapons.lt called for a hand to
hand, encounter with a beast in a pit which might not be lighted
except by the fiery glow of the savage brute's eys. In the win-
ter season, hmnger drove the wild animals to the outskirts of
the city where they took their toll of stray animals, children,
and even adults. Perhaps this beast had occasioned the death
of several. At any rate, the lion was a serious menace, and doubt-
less many attempts had been made to kill him, but he held his own
in a certain pit. To add to the difficulty, a snow storm came on,
and snow, with its accompanying cold, almost paralyzes the inhabi-
tants in that country. They shrivel and shrink from the cold and
lose all initiative and huddle inside over a brazier of coals.
But even with all these handicaps, Eenaiah, the valiant , disap-
peared into a dark pit to meet a hungry lion, ^he crowd outside
must have listened with bated breath while the struggle of con-
test went on. We can almost hear the blood-curdling roar of the
beast and the shout of the man as they met for the death grapple.
This is not only dramatic, it is heroic So wonder Renaiah achieved,
a "name" among the thirty '"mighty men"!^
(3) Ittai
Ittai , the man of devotion, met his supreme test during a re-
bel lion . Absalom ' s conspiracy against his father, King David, was
strong, -so strong that David felt obliged to flee from Jerusalem.
More and more the people increased in Absalom's favor, even some
of David's trusted followers, like Ahithophel, deserted him. Ittai
was a foreigner and an exile, called the 8ittite,from a city of
the Philistines. He belonged to David's bodyguard. Even David
felt that it was requiring too great a sacrifice to expect Ittai
1. II Sam. £3: 20-23
2. II Sam. 15: 19
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to accompany him. Therefore David said to him, "Wherefore £oest
thou also frith us? Return, and abide with the kin^;for thcu art
a foreigner, and also an exile; return to thine own place. Where-
as thcu comest but yesterday , should I this day make thee go up
and down with as, seeing I go whither I may? Return t h o u , and
take back thy brethren: mercy and truth he with thee."-
Ittai's reply is not so poetic as Ruth 5 reply to r:aomi,but
it is the same in substance and deserves to be engraved on
our minds as an example of whole-hearted devotion, noble self-
sacrifice, and pure disinterested purpose: "As Jehovah liveth,
and as my lord the king liveth, surely in what place my lord
the king shall be, whether for death or for life, even there also
will thy servant be."
Hushai had. for many years been the loyal counselor of David.
But the time came when Hushai 's loyalty was put to the extreme
test. As in the case of Ittai, there had to be a choice made be-
tween the feeble old. king and the energet ic, attract ive, young
Absalom. Hushai chose to follow David into exile, but David asked
him to <5o back to Jerusalem to defeat the counsel of Ahithophel
and to keep David informed as to the trend of events. Hushai
undertook the difficult task. He learned what was going on in
Jerusalem, then reported his conclusions to Zadok and Abiather,
the priests. A maid servant eas employed as a ^Oxbetween..
The two trusted messengers dwelt at En-rogel, "so that they
night not be seen to come into the city." These messengers carried
Hushai's word to David." Moreover, Hushai defeated the counsel
of Ahothophel to such purpose that "when Ahithophel saw that
his 3ounsel was not followed, he saddled his ass, and arose,
and gat him home, unto his city, and set his house in order, and
hanged himself."" Thus we see that David's confidence in
Hushai had net been misplaced. Hushai had been assigned a dan-
gerous and delicate task,.yet he took his life in his hand
and did his duty,becasue he was absolutely loyal to king David.
( 4 ) Hushai
3
l.ll Sam. 23: 20-23
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(5) Rizpah
But the men of David's day cannot carry off all the
palms accorded to the heroic and virtuous. It is true that
the women were not often brought to public attention, for the
most of them, in the seclusion of their own homes, wrought
nothing spectacular, but the historians of Israel were
moved to speak of a few women whose deeds had stirred the
emotions and wrung the applause from the bystanders. Kor
was it always the high-born who did the unusual. ^as it
Michal,King haul's daughter, or Rizpah, the concubine, who
proved heroic? Michal,the wife of the popular hero, David,
was brave enough to defy her father and save her husband,
but when David was driven away from court, she was given in
marriage to another - a man of not enough consequence to he
mentioned except as the husband of a king's daughter - but
it is recorded that he loved her and that five sons were
born to them. Years passed and circumstances were shaping
themselves for David to become king over sll Israel, i©
make his position more legitimate and mere secure, it
seemed necessary to have Saul's daughter once more in the
royal household, so that the edict went forth that Michal must
return to David. The weeping husband followed until ordered
back home.^ Did the daughter of Saul, the sister of Jon-
athan, distinguish himself in such a crisis and become her-
alded as a woman of heroic caliber? No. It was Rizpah, known
as King Saul's concubine. Rizpah must have been an unusual
woman. After the death of Saul, she became a member of King
Ishbosheth 1 s rcval household and, because of her , Ishbosheth
lost the much needed support of his able army general, Abner.
It was this way: When Ishbosheth inherited his father's
crown and royal family, the power behind the throne was
Abner. Ishbosheth accused Abner of making advances to
Rizpah. Abner stoutly denied these treasonable charges. Wheth-
er the accusations were true or not, the outcome was that Abner at
1
1. II Sam
2. II Sam
.3:14,16
.3:6.-12
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once entered upon negotiations with Ring David to turn the king-
dom over be him. Ishbosheth fell under the hands of assassins,
and the way was aspen for David to complete arrangements for be-
coming king of all Israel.
Soon after this occurred the incident whiefe brought Rizpah'
s
devotion to public notice so that for nearlv S000 years she has
been cited as the acme of maternal love. As Ions' as Hebrew scrip-
tures remain, her self-sacrificing devotion will not be forgotten.
The situation was this: a terrible drought had been in orogress
for three years. Ca*id showed his belief in the teaching of his
time when he accepted the Gibeonites' explanation of the cause
of the disaster. Thev declared that it was due to an act of King
Saul who had broken the treaty made by Joshua with them, for Saul
had put some Gibeonites to death. Therefore David asked the Gib-
eonites what atonement he should make them. The Gibeonites replied
"It is no matter of silver or gold between us and Saul, or his
house; neither is it for us to put any man to death in Israel."
(II Sam.21:4) ftell, David inauired, "What do you want?" They
then demanded that seven of Saul's descendants be delivered, tc the
David, it seems, worked off a little personal revenge in his selec-
tion of the seven, for five were sens of his own wife, Michal, which
were born to her while she was the wife of Ariel, and two were the
sons of Rizpah and King Saul. The Gibeonites hanged these seven
men at the beginning of the barley season. Ihen occurs the unpar-
alleled account of maternal love as displaved by Rizpah. One verse
only is devoted to the story, but could a whole chapter convey
more meaning? "And Rizpah, the daughter of Aiah,tcok sackcloth,
and spread for her upon the rock from the beginning of harvest
until water poured upon them f#om heaven, and she suffered neither
the birds of the heavens to rest on them by day, nor the beasts of
the field by night." (II Sam. £1: 10). Day after day, picture this
beautiful woman growing gaunt and weather-beaten as she franti-
cally drove awav the huge vultures and the hordes of carrion
crows that had. gathered from far and near to feast on the decaying
bodies, swinging in the breeze. A more gruesome task never befell
the lot of a woman, and it was self-imposed. Alone, day after day,
in constant watchfulness under circumstances to drive one insane,
this hitherto secluded woman of kings 1 harems, def
i
e d custom, court
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regulations, tne elements, and the animal kingdom. Picture the terror
of the nights when the startled woman was aroused by prcwlinq
beast s, seeking a niahtly f east! Rizpah ha? been unjustlv deprived
o? her stalwart sons to satisfy a superstitious whim. They had
been dene to their death but they should not become the food
of beasts nor birds. The wild beasts would have to consume Riz-
pah's own life's blood before they could get a chance at the
rottina" flesh which swung from the gibbets. At length the story
of ner marvelous devotion reached Cavid,and we are glad to note
it so touched him that he made tin at amends he could by having all
the dead of Saul's family removed to the country of Benjamin
and buried in the family sepulchre of Kish,the father of Saul.-
( 1 ) Jezebel
I -knew a family-tree in modern times from which hangs the names
of ^hear-Jashub and kaher-shalai-nash-baz, but I know of no fond
c^reht s who have ever ^iven the name cf Jezebel to one of their
offspring. "The names "Jezebel" and "Judas" are taboo. Yet it seems
that Jezebel had many exemplary traits cf character. Had she been
a devotee of Jehovah,! doubt not she would have ranked with the
most praise-worthy of Israel's daughters.' She, like Deborah, was
courageous and executive, and she met her death every inch a aueen,
but her strong will was not bent toward the welfare of the masses,
rather it was for the maintenance of autocratic ideals. She was
a foreigner and. instead of conserving the age-long customs of her
subjects, she defied them, setting them aside with no more concern
than one would fling a daily newspaper into the wastebasket. She
filled the courts with the priests of Baal and she maintained elab-
orate services. Elijah feared not King Ahab who sought his life,
nor did he fear the contest with the 450 priests of Baal, but he
ran from Dan to Eeersheba when Jezebel got on his trail. However,
in the end,Flijah caused Jezebel's downfall. His comrnision to
Elisha was to put to death all of the house of Ahab. Elisha waited
ten years before the man and the hour seemed pcopitious, then he
1. II Sam. 21:12-14
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caused Jehu to be appointed - the man who did complete the bloody
work. In the execution of his oomaission, Jehtj put to death Ahab's
son Joram,the reigning king; seventy more of Ahab's sons; King
Ahaziah of Judah, Ahab's Grandson; forty-two of Ahaziah 's relatives;
other leading men; and queen Jezebel, cfezebel knew her death was
coming. Did she swoon cr fall in a panic? Far from it. She painted
her eves, attired her head, looked from her window upon her murderers,
taunted them with their murderous designs and defied them to their
faces. At Jehu's command, she was pitched from the window into the
street. Jehu's chariots raced over the prostrate body. Then jehu
and his valiant followers went in to dinner. A oualm of conscience
struck jehu,for at the close of the meal, he gave order that Jezebel
should be buried, for she was a kind's daughter - but the street
dogs had robber! the ^rave-diggers of their dues. Thus was fulfilled
Elijah's prophecy: " mhe dogs shall eat jezebel by the rampart of
Jezreel
.
w *
(2) Micaiah
The storv of l/icaiah has to be told in full in order to sense the
real heroism of this minor prophet. c In the days of Ahab, King of
Israel, and Jehoshaphet , King of Judah, prophet s held an important
position* They recorded history, gave advice , uttered warnings, pre-
dicted events, and foretold the outcome of certain courses of action.
Prophets were specially numerous in the reign of King Ahab, for he had
400 at his command who were doubtless connected with the royal sanct-
uary and maintained in the royal courts. One may surmise that there
was a little rivalry between the king and the aueen as to their
groups o f religious advisors. Jezebel had 450 prophets of Baal and
400 prophets of the Asherah who ate at her table. Ahab's 400 showed
the effects of association with these prophets of Baal, for they had
become so corrupt and mercenary that they thought more of gaining
favor with the king than they did about knowing the word of the Lord.
Jehoshaphat had. been called, to Samaria to confer with Ahab on an af-
fair of state. Ahab himself was an able ruler and a statesman of no
mean order. He believed in a League of nations. mhe auestion under con-
sideration was this: Should Ahab attempt by force to take Ramoth Gil-
ead from the Syrians? ^his city was a strategic point, as it controlled
the eastern trade route which ran through to the Syrian capital,
Damascus, and on to the far East. mhis city of Ramoth Qilead
>
1.1 Kings 21:23 2.1 Kings 22 and II Chron.18
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had. been captured by the Syrians daring the r'eigri of Alias's father,
Cmri, but after Ahab had become king be had won such a victory over
the Syrians that King Penhadad,in order to save bis life, had pro-
mised to return all the cities taken fifcm Omri.' He had promised -
but be had not fulfilled! Consequently Ahab and jehoshaphat , arrayed
in their royal splendor, were seated upon thrones at the city gate -
the place in those days for talking over momentous auestions and
for doing public business.
"Know ye not," said Ahab, "that Pamoth in Gilead is curs?
The king of Syria, by treaty after the last war, ceded it to Isfcael.
"Shy are we sitting still instead of occupying it?"
Then Ahab made known his plan of going in to take possession
until the reparations granted by the fortune of war were forth-
coming, '-iehoshapbat ' s cooperation was reauired. in order to insure
success for the undertaking. Jehosnaphat advised a consultation
with the Drophets,fcr he was a man wno depended upon the opinions
of his spiritual leaders.
.Ahab called forth his 400 prophets, stated the case, and asked
their judgment. They conferred together. "The kins?," said they,
"wisnes to go to Pamoth Gilead. The kind's desire is our concern.
Let us stand together in upholding him in this project." Then
they filed in before the king for repcet.
"Shall we," asked Ahab, "go up to Ra.moth Gilead?"
""¥es," they all agreed, "go up to Pamoth Gilead, for the Lord
shall deliver it into thy hand."
Apparently they were so very glib with their answer that the
suspicions of jehoshaphat were aroused. At once he asked Ahat if
there was not another prophet.
"Yes," Ahab replied, "there is one other man, Micaiah,but I hate
him for he never prophesies anything good concerning me - it is
always evil."
Put as .jehoshaphat still felt that it was best to hear from
Mieai'atf, Abob sent a messenger for him. ftbile awaiting- him, the 4C0
prophets kept assuring the king that he certainly would prosper
in his desieed undertaking. One of t hem, Zedekiah, in order to make
his prophecy seem more effective, began to act it out. He provided
himself with herns of iron and with these he pushed, the crowds of
people about the city gate this way and that way to illustrate how
the Israelites would push the Syrians when they reached Ramcth
Gilead, even until they completely overcame them .
|! fXinji I0:3i
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Meanwhile the messenger had reached Mieaiah and given him this
advice: "Mark you," said he, "every one of the 400 prophets has
prophesied good to the king. Now you do .just as these have done - say
just what they have said: ''Go uo and prosper: for the Lord shall de-
liver it into the hand c p the king.' Speak that which is good."
^
.4s much as to say.: "Don't be a fool and set yourself up against the
opinion of 400 men just as good ss you are. Look out for your own
interests and bell the king that which he wishes to hear. This will
provide you with bread and butter and keep yon in royal favor."
But Mieaiah was a man of character. He replied that he should
tell the king just what the word of the Lord was as it came to him.
".As the Lord liveth,whaf the Lord saith unto me, that will I speak."
So he came to tne king. And A.hab said: "Mieaiah, shall we go up
against Rarcoth Gilead to battle, or shall we not?"
Hhat was Mieaiah to answer? To stand out against the 400 prophets
of the royal sanctuaries would be as difficult as for a teacher or
doctor or clergyman to stand against 400 of his professional breth-
ren. In the pause before the reply,! wonder if the messenger pulled
at Mieaiah 's sleeve to remind him of his advice. At any rate, Mieaiah,
mimicking the messenger, repeated just what he been told to say: "Go,
and prosper: for the Lord shall deliver it into the hand of the king."
Ahab realized at once that Mieaiah was ridiculing the 400 prophets
by repeating, like a parrot, their exact words. He knew that Mieaiah
had not been in the habit of telling hiir pleasing things. Apparently,
many times before this,Ahat had urged Mieaiah to conform to the
opinions of the crowd of crochets and acknowledge their word to be
that of the Lord.Eut the mimicry at. this time made him angry and he
shouted out: "How many times shall I adjure thee that thou tell me
nothing but that which is true in the name of the Lord?"
The supreme moment in the life cf Mieaiah had come - the moment
which decided for all time just what kind of a nan he was. Mieaiah
stood in the presence cf two kings, seated upon their thrones, dressed
in all the insignia of royalty and power, jehoshapbat was waiting
to learn if Mieaiah would really speak God's message to them;Abab,
who had power to give him favor or power to put him to death, was
f already angered and would be much more enraged if Mieaiah was net
more diplomatic; the 4CC prophets stood about , casting malevolent
and unsympathetic glances in his direction; and, no doubt, a crowd
of people had gathered about , curious to see how affairs would turn,
rtell they might be curious, for the soul of a man was being weighed
in the balances. Mieaiah was being given a test upon which all the
(
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world would pass judgment. The situation was intense. Not a movement
was made in the crowd. One could almost hear bis neighbor's heart
beat. Even the angels in heaven night v; ell stop their singing to
listen to ilieaiafc's answer. fiould Mcaiab oass that test or would
he fail? ficuld he dare to tell the king the truth and take the con-
sequences of the king's anger and hatred, or would he seek to save
his own life by withholding the right message?
A look of calm determination settled on Micaiah's face;his should*
ers sauared;he fearlessly looked the king in the eye - indeed, he
seemed to look right through him and^way beyond, even to the hills
of Ramcth Gilead.
"I see," said he, speaking very slowly but very courageously,
"I see all Israel scattered upon the nills,as shepc that have not
a shepherd; and the Lord is saying, 'These Israelites have no master,
no king; let them return every man to his own house in peace $
*
This was a very different message frc:r the flippant "Go up and
prosper* which the 4C0 had. uttered. JjfieaiaK's words showed that he
had passed his test with honor, but Ahab did not so regard it.
Turning to jehcshaphat , he snapped cut: "Did net I tell thee that
he would orophesy no good concerning me, but evil?"
Eut Vicaiah interrupted by saying: "Hear thou theref ore
;
the word
of the Lord." k $ ^ i a , w icaiah seemed to be seeing a vision - tMs time
far beyond the distant hills -away on into the very kingdom of the
unseen where God and his ministering spirits dwell. Scarcely a breath
stirred while Mieaiah verbally painted with few strokes the scene:
"The Lord sits upon his throne. About Him are the Heavenly host.
They are passing .judgment upon Ahab, the sinful king. Ahab has
failed to meet the divine reouirements. What shall be his punish-
ment? £eatb at Hamoth Gilead. How shall Ahab be induced to go to
Ramoth Gilead? Put a lying spirit within all of Ahab's paid pro-
phets - his 4C0 prophets."
3re was a quick intake cf breath, a gasp of horror at Micaiahlr
iMftdacitv, followed by loud pretesting murmurs which soon develop-*
ed into a howl of rage. Zedekiah, he with the iron horns, fris face
ablaze with anger, struck "icaiah a sharp blow on the cheek as he
blurted cut: "Liar! Which way went the spirit of the Lord from me
to speak unto thee?"
"Ycu will know who has been telling the truth," Micaiah made
reply, "on that day when ycu run to hide yourself in the dark
closet of an iijiner chamber."
<1
By this time Ah&b had found his voice and he bawled out:
"Arrest !;ioaiah! Take this fellow to the Governor of the
city and to my son Joash and command them in my name, to put
him into prison and to feed him on the bread of affliction
and the water of affliction and keep hiffl there until I re-
turn from Ramoth Gilead in peace."
But our hero called back from over his shoulder as he was
bein£ hurried off to orison: "If you return at all in peace
the Lord hath not spoken to me. darken, all ye people, every
one of you, and remember my words."
A'hab,very stubbornly, set himself to prepare for the con-
quest of Ramoth Gilead. He did take the precaution to go
into battle in disguise, for he changed clothiig with Je-
hoshaphat. But Ahab did not escape punishment. A certain
man drew a bow at a venture and by this chance shot
sent an arrow which mortally wounded the king of Israel.
Although seriously hurt, Ahab bravely remained with his
army, propped up in his chariot where he directed his men
wjjile his life's blood slowly trickled from his wound to
the floor of the chariot. So Ion? as he lived his men
fought, but weaker and weaker , through the loss of blood
did he become, until, at eventide, Ahab, the King of Israel,
sank dead in the bottom of his own war chariot. Just at
the going down of the sun, proclamation was sent throughout
the army of Israel that their king was dead and. that every m
was to return to his own country.
mhus was fulfilled Mieaiah's prophecy: "I saw all Israel
scattered upon the hills, as sheep that have no shepherd:
and the Lord said, These have no shepherd, no master: let
them return every man to his own homse in peace."
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.During the period from S50 B.C. to 500 B.C.
&»Naham.
The type cf heroism displayed both by Mieaiah and by Ahab is
characteristic cf the Hebrew people. The race, when out to the test,
has always exhibited courage, endurance, and fortitude. Another racia
trait, not so admirable, is portrayed in the prophecy of Nahum.
NahuD exulted over the prospect cf the f-ali of Nineveh. He lived
when Nineveh was losing held cf the outskirts of her immense em-
pire and was tottering to her fall. No Old Testament writer has
surpassed Nahum in a description of supreme exultation felt cn
the eve cf disaster to a foe. Kahum was a pcet cf high rank. His
prophecy is called, poeticallv, one of the finest products of He-
brew writings, tie paints the scene of the downfall of Nineveh
as if he were an eye-witness. The scenes not only prove to be
accurate portrayals of what later took place, but the words he chcos
are such as to produce a rhythm that rumbles and roars and crashes
with all the noise of actual battle. A few lines will suffice to
illustrate this:
"Hear the crack cf the whip,
Hear the rattle of wheels,
3allcoin<? horses,
Jolting chariots,
Horsemen charging,
gwords flashing,
Spears glittering,
A multitude slain,
A heap of carcasses;
No end to the corpses r
Over which men stumble.
The Hebrew people are intense - thev leve devotedly and they
hate fiercely. Nahum fairly exults ever Nineveh's overthrow, fte
can feel his elation when he cries:
1. Driver's "Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament ", p.
2. N ahum 3: S
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"inhere now is the den of lions,
Ihere novs the lair of their young,
/(here the lion was wont bo withdraw
i
And his cubs, with none to disturb theft?
Ah! how your sheoherds slumber, your nobles sleep!
Your oeoole are scattered on the mountains with
none to father them in!
There is no healing for your hurt,
your wound is ineurable.
All who hear of your fate loudly clap their hands.
8ahum stressed the severity of God:'!]ehovah avengeth and is full
of wrath; jTehovah taketh ven~ejaoce on his adversaries, and he reser-
veth wrath for his enemies." On the other hand he had lofty
conceptions in regard to Jehovah, for he proclaims his (, slov5ness
n 4
to &riger and his greatness in cower; tfe sets in clear light Je-
hovah's s;say over the whole universe, and emphasizes the duty.'of
nations as y.ell as individuals to own his sway and. obey his will.
This attitude alone will assure permanent peace and orcsper-ity;
cn the other hand, disobedience to his ourpcse and disregard of
his rule will surely bring ealamitv and distress. ,|E
b.Haggai
We turn new from the artistic to the practical. Haggai was an
extremely practical man. There is nothing flowery in 'his speech,
but there is earnestness and convict ioto. Re accepted the explanation
©f his grandfathers and sought to influence the people in the good
old wavs. He took note of the way the people lived and of the crops
in the fields. Then he made several conviricimg statements: "Consider
your ways," he said. "Ye have- sown much, and. bring in little: ye eat,
but ye have not enough; ye drink, but ye are not filled with drink;
ve clothe you, but there is none warm; and he that earneth wages
1. M ahum 2:11
g.Nahum S: 16,19
5. N ahum 1*2
4.Nahum 1:5
o.F.iselen's "Frochecy and' the Prophets", pp. 173, 174.
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earneth wages to put into a bag with holes... ve looked for much,
and, 1©, it came to little; and when ye brought it home, I did blow
upon it. Why? saith Jehovah of hosts, -ecause of my house that
lieth waste, while ye run every man to his own house. "-
His arguments were convincing. He talked to such purpose that
the people soon set to work and they kept at it until in four
years' time the Temple was complete and dedicated. Haggai 's eth-
ical standards were not so high as some put forth by other pro-
phets - for Haggai 's are a sort of hal*n^e of debits and credits
in the account with the Lord - you do for Him and He will do for
vcu - build His house if you expect Him to give you good returns
in the field and vineyard - but perhaps the people of his day
would not have been reached except on a utilitarian basis.
o. ^echariah
Zechariah was a contemporary of Haggai and the prophecies of the
two men were on the same subject - that of rebuilding the Temple
in the days of Zerubbahel - but Zechariah was not so concerned in
material structure of the temple as he was in inspiring the people
to live spiritual lives in conformity to Hebrew ideals. Zechariah
and Haggai must have been about as different as it is possible' for
two men to be. Haggai
,
prosy and practical, Zechariah with a wealth
of imagery and exceedingly visicnarv
.
Zechariah ' s teachings about
God and religion are not original - they echo those of Isaiah and
Ezekiel. "Zechariah," says Gordon, "is immersed in the style and.
thought of those through whom God spoke in eaclier days ...The
spiritual ideals which Zechariah cherishes are likewise in perfect
harmony with those of former prophets. .
,
mhe true glory of Jerusalem
is found in its devotion to Jehovah's will... mhe mould, however , in
which Zechariah enshrines his oracles is new. In him we find, a
definite approach to apocalypse, that peculiar literary form under
which spiritual truths are impressed, not by direct appeal to heart
and conscience, but by elaborate visions of the transcendental
world addressed to the imagination. .. Amid such bright dreams, of
future glory the (Temple) building rose toward completion."
1. Haggai 1:5,6,9
2. Gordon's "The Prophets of the Old Testament," pp. 28^,237
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5.Baring the Maccabean period.
'The Maccabean period was marked by the struggle for religious
and political freedom and by the development cf several sects and
parties, the most noteworthy being those of the Pharisees and the
i Sadducees.
ff ever a crisis loomed large on Israel's horizon it was when
the Greek ruler, Antiochus EpiphajiS, vtas determined to force all peo-
ples to accept Greek language, customs, laws, and religion. The Jews
were almost alone in refusing to comply with the demands. W|any cf
the Jews did yield, but a brave few gave their lives to maintain
the right for religious rreedom.
a. MattatBias y.attathias, the father of five brave sons, struck the first
1blow." He slew the apostate priest who complied with the demand
tc offer swine's flesh upon the altar of Jehovah and he also slew
the Greek officer in chsrge.Then he left all his worldly possessions
and fled be the mountains with his sons. Others followed, and hun-
dreds faced the deaths of martyrs rather than to fight on the Sab-
oatn or to give up tneir religious customs. On his deathbed, the
grand old man, Mattathias, exhorted his sons to "be zealous for the
law, and give your lives for the covenant of your fathers. My sens,
be strong, and show yourselves men in behalf cf the law. Avenge the
wrong of your people. Render a recompense to the heathen, and give
heed tc the commands cf the law." After nominating Judas as mil-
itary leader and Simon as chief counselor, Mattathias was gathered
to his fathers and his sons were left tc complete the worx their
father had started.
b. Judas Hew leaders have shown a nobler patriotism or fought at great-
er odds than did Judas. He had an unorganized group of religious
enthusiasts who were homeless, fugitive, and unarmed. Guerrilla war-
fare was all Judas could wage at first, but he was successful even-
ts
tually in getting a fair eauipment tor his loyal group. It was
alr.cst uncanny hew he managed his small forces. He took advantage
cf the country , made surprise attacksfand struck terror in the hearts
1.1 Mac. £: 13, £4
2»lf Mae; £:.e£-£3
8.1 Mac.£:cC,64,83
4.1 Mac.£:£3,£3 and g:lf
C.Kent's "Makers and Teachers of Judaism", pp. £11, £1£
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of the superiorly trained forces of the enemy. After repeated
victories, the Greeks decided to give the Jews their religious
liberty, so that in three years' time the Jews under Judas, cleansed
the Temple, and held their first service.' Religious liberty
was all that the most of the Jews cared for, especially the group
that afterwards developed into the Pharisaical party. Judas,
however, felt that he saw his way tc political liberty and kept
fighting on. His brother
,
Sleazar, lost his life in a brave attempt
tc Kill the Greek king by stabbing in the belly the elephant
os which he supposed the king was riding, but he was mistaken
inirthis particular and thus did not accomplish his purpose.
Judas fought on, until be, too, met his death in the battle line,
and his brother Jonathan took up the contest."
C.Jonathan Jonathan was a very different type from Judas, met so upright,
more tricky, more inclined to believe anything was right in order
to accomplish his purpose. He showed racial traits such as were
demonstrated in the relations of Jacob with Laban , shrewdness and
deceit. The circumstances were favorable. Two leaders were con-
tending for the kingship among the Greeks,- Alexander Ealas
against Demetrius I. Civil war went on and Jonathan played one
king off against the ether until these king's, first one and then
the other, tc Set his support, made him friend to the king, gave
him marks of royalty, and, finally, made him civil and religious
head of the Jewish state, we also received a great reduction in
taxes so that to all intents and purposes the Jews, under Jonathan,
had political as well as religious freedom. Eut in the game of
wit s, Jonathan was ait last overmatched, caught in a plot, and put
tc death. Only Simon was now left.
d. Simon Simon, in many ways, was the best of the brothers , wise in counsel,
loyal in purpose, deeply religious, a good military leader, a devoted
patriot, and a noble-spirited man. He enlarged the borders of the
Jewish state, became civil governor , military leader, high priest,
and he even had coins issued in his name - a orerogative of kings.
He captured the stronghold at Jerusalem which had withstood all
l.IMac.4:43-53
2.1 Mac. 5: 43-46
3.1 Mac. 9: 15,31
4.1 Mac. 3: 30-13: 25
r
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previous assaults, so that he reigned as an independent sovereign
during the remainder of his life. His son-in-law murdered him,
hoping thereby to step into Simon's high position, but in this
1
he miscalculated, the strength of Simon's son, John Hyrcanus."
e. Hyrcanus John Hyrcanus was an able second to his father, Simon, and
proved a good military leader. 'The author of I Maccabees sums
up his life by saying; "As concerning the rest of the acts of
John, and his wars, and worthy deeds which he did, and the build-
ing of the walls which he made, and his doings, behold, these are
written in the chronicles of the priesthood, from the time he
was made high Driest after his father. Jcsephus adds: "He it
was alone who had three of the most desirable things in the
world, - the government of his nation, and the highpriesthood,
3
and the gift of prophecy.
But John Hyrcanus' s change from allegiance to the Pharisees
to that of the Sadducees is of special note, for from this we
learn that the two parties aere then well defined.
The Pharisees were opposed to conquests for political po-
sition - all they cared for was religious liberty. They would
take up arms for no other cause. They did not believe in foreign
alliances, for these seemed to show disloyalty to the covenant
with Jehovah. They were strictly a religious party and, although
they stood by the law, yet they were progressives in religion
and came to place as much value on the oral traditions and rab-
binical rulings and interpretations as on the Mosaic law itself.
They developed angelology and demonology and believed in the
resurrection of the body and in life immortal. They also stressed
Messianic hopes. -
The Sadducees were the direct opposite of the Pharisees
ia almost ev.ery particular. They were aristocratic rather than
democratic. They were the priestly party who had become wealthy
and influential through their inherited position in the Temple
services. They believed in foreign alliances - anything that would
advance their worldly interests. They accepted the Mosaic law,
1.1 Vac. 2:65 and I Mac. 13! 16: 18
2.1 Mac. 16: 23,24
S.Joseohus' "Wars of the Jews", 1,2:7
4. Matthews' "A History of New Testament Times in Palest ine", pp. 54-66
t
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but no rabbinical additions. They did not believe in the res-
urrection of the bodv,nor in immortality, therefore. of course,
they did not believe in angels nor demons. They took advantage
of all favors Siven by the Greeks and fell in with the Greek
customs whenever thev served their ourpose or nolitical ad-
vancement
.
We have noted that it was the group of people holding the
opinions which developed into Pharisaism that were the follow-
ers of Mattathias. Therefore it is of import that John Hyrcanus,
the Grandson of Vattathias, made the first decided break with
that party. John Hyrcanus had been very friendly with the Phar-
isees. At one time, when entertaining them at a banquet, he told
them of Ins desire to live righteously and expressed the wish
that they would tell him if they saw him "offending at any point
The most of them testified to his "being entirely virtuous." But
one trouble-maker was bold enough to remark: "Since thou desir-
est to know the truth, if thou wilt be righteous in. earnest , lay
down the high priesthood, and. content thyself with the civil
government of the people." Upon demanding the reason for this,'
the Pharisee replied: "We have heard it from old men, that thy
mother had been a captive under the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes
TBis was a falsehood which Hyrcanus so bitterly resented that
he broke with the company of the Pharisees.'
1'
1. Matthews' 1 " History of New Testament Times in Palestine, "pp.66
2. Josephus" "Antiquities of the Jews, XIII, 10: 5-7

.Summary and evaluation
A. Primary characters
1. Religious ideals
The biblical writers considered Abraham like a lofty moun-
tain peak which casts its shadow not only across that stretch
of history known as the nomadic days before the advent of Moses,
but also on through all of Hebrew history . Abraham is portrayed
as a man who manifested implicit faith in Jehovah and who
obeyed Hijevery command; who felt that Jehovah had covenanted
with him as the representative of "all the families of the earth
who talked with Jehovah as friend with fries and who was obe-
dient to all of Jehovah's requirements, even though they called
for the death of his son. The form of worship during Abrahams
day was very siirple. A stone served for an altar and Abraham
himself officiated as priest wherever he sojourned, There is no
evidence that Jehovah dwelt in any specific place during the
nomadic days.
The portrayal of religious life and ideals in the days of
Moses, although in son particulars
..
similar, in other ways it-
differed greatly from that of Abraham's day. Jehovah now had
definite dwelling places which were so sacred that no one but
his servant Moses would dare to draw near. He spoke to the peo-
ple through Moses, rather than directly to them, and He gave
iioses a code of laws. Like Abraham, Moses talked with God, ad-
vised Him, and reasoned with Him. Hoses recognized Jehovah as the
God of his fathers, the patriarchs, and claimed for the Israelites
the promises made to- them. Put more emphasis was made ofl a
nature-God , f or natural phenomena were considered manifestations
of Je: rah' 1 ! • . This interpretation did not make for
tranquility of mind but rather struck terror to the hearts of
His people .The form of worship became more complicated. All
offerings were made by Aaron and his sens. A tent was prepared
to cover the ark which symbolized Jelovah's presence and some
regular feasts came to be observed.
In the days of the kingdom, under David, the great religious
development came though making Jerusalem the city of Jehova; .
The ark was moved to Zion and David made preparations for build-
ing a Temple which should, be permanent. Though he did not erect
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this building, his name, even today, is inseparably connected
with the city and its religious life. He chose for his counselors
prophets and priests, he consulted with then and gave heed to
their warnings. He was a religious man who acknowledged God as
his scarce of strength and as worthy of honor and worship-.
Ihether rightly or not, David's name is always connected with
music. Psalms were attributed to him and he was called skil-
ful upon the harp.
Through Isaiah's prophecy we get a powerful emphasis on the
holiness and majesty of Jehovah. Isaiah's whole life radiated
spirituality. His conceptions were lofty, his ideals were noble,
and his life was one of consecrated service to his God-given
mission. His teachings on faith in God and the universality
of God's sovereignty far surpassed those of the preceding pro-
phets. His religion was a personal experience, it was practical,
and it was the guiding principle of his life. Yet religion to
the people of his dav was mostly formal - so formal tgat Isaiah
had to bitterly rebuke the worshiDpers who followed the form from
which the spirit had departed.
The expression, "the priest in the prophet's mantle"^ sums
up adequately the trend of the development of religious ideas
nnder Fzekiel,for Judaism, as we know it today, had its conception
and birth, and Fzekiel was called its "father", definite fern; of
ritualistic worship was enjoined, upon the 4ews and to f cllow
the law became their very religion. Legalism was not only a
corner-stone ,but the whole foundation of their religious structure.
Another strong emphasis made by Ezekiel was on individualism. He
taught that the individual was responsible for his own sins and
that he did not have to suffer punishment for the sins of others.
Mehemiah, nearlv ISO years later then Ezekiel, upon his return
from Persia to Palestine, found the religious life of the Jews
most unsatisfactory. The people of mixed blood had net developed
any marked, religious leaders, theref ore, Palest inian Judaism had
fallen into decay .Feremiah instituted reforms, based directly on
Deuteronomic laws, such as: keeping the Sabbath day holy, observing
the fasts, purifying the Temple, forbidding marraiies with foreign-
ers, ffe have noted that these reforms led to the separation of a
group of people who came to be Known as the Samaritans. I'ehemiah
did not originate any new doctrines or conceptions of Jehovah -
he simply tried to make the people live up to the ideals set forth
by their fathers.
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2. Social ideals
In summarizing the social ideals of the primary characters,
Abraham exemplified brotherliness which regarded another's in-
terests of as much concern as one's own; hospitality which
shared with strangers as well as one's immediate family con-
nect ions; democracy which allowed a younger and less influen-
tial man to have his choice of territory ; and public service
in ri^htin^ wrongs without any expectation of reward.
MoseS was an organizer who developed social as well as
priestly institutions. He had officials of different trades
to administer justice to all the people; he maintained dis-
cipline and order; he recognized the worth and service of other
people, notably his father-in-law Jethro;he built up a democrat-
ic society.
David accomplished the colossal task of unifying a ^roup
of tribes into a nation. mhis called for organization and
specialization. He made Jerusalem a national center with a
strong emphasis on its religious and social features,- the
place "whither the tribes went up." He extended the bounds
of the country, exacted tribute from neighboring lands and
made foreign alliances. Commerce was developed and national
interests protected.
Everything that Isaiah and Ezekiel did was from a religious
motive, but they definitely influenced the political and
social life of their times. Isaiah was a counselor of kin^s
and whole-heartedly disapproved of foreign alliances; Ezekiel
counselled the exiles. Both prophets taught that the Israel-
ites were to be a separate people, whollv relying on Jehovah
and consecrated to His service. 'T'heir forms of worship, however,
were different: Isaiah cried out against vain offerings and
oblations, while Fzekiel stressed formal service.
>?ehemiah Greatly influenced the social life and ideals of
Judea during his time, fie found the walls broken down and he
had them rebuilt,thus making it possible for the people to
protect themselves from the assaults of robbers and hostile
foes. He found desecration of the Sabbath with trade in full
progress on that day; he found usury exacted and the poor
I
forced to sell their children into slavery; he found foreign
marriages common. He denounced all these practises and brought
about a marked reform. He organized affairs of state and church -
the Temple was cleansed, feast s were observed, and the law was
read and exolained. All his work tended toward establishing
strict Judaism.
B. Secondary characters
1. Religious ideals
In summarizing the contributions made by the secondary
characters to the religious and social life of Israel, we shall
keep in mind the ideas formulated by the primary characters.
In the development of religious ideals, the secondary characters
followed their great leaders and did not add any new ideals, un-
less we exceot Jethro.
Jethro, although not an Israelite, was placed among the secon-
dary characters because, as we believe, he helped develop Moses
i
1
ideas concerning Jehovah. In Jethro' s declaration that Jehovah
is the Greatest of all gods and in his manner of worshipping
Jehovah by means of burnt offerings and sacrif ices, Jethro
proclaimed Jehovah's supremacy and also the manner in which He
should be worshipped, jethro, himself , as host and priest , of f iciated
at a public ceremony which appears to be something like a com-
munion feast, for "Aaron came, and all the elders of Israel, to
eat bread with kcses' father-in-law before God." It is cer-
tain that the Israelites continued this form of worship.
In the story of Balaam, the orimitive ideas about God -
such as were current in the days of- Abraham and Moses - are
found. God speaks to Balaam and displays TJ,is anger when Balaam
is on his way to Balak. Balaam speaks the words that God puts
in his mouth and, from these -words, we know Balaam recognized
jehovah as the God of Israel: "Jehovah his God is r with him
(Jacob)" and "God bringeth them forth from Egypt."
In Caleb, Deborah, and Gideon, we note the same spirit of
faith and confidence in Jehovah that was shown in fvioses.All
1. *"x. 15: 1£
2. tham.22: 9, 22, S8; 23: 21, 22
6
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recognized Jehovah's leadership and went forth to conouest in
His might , assured that He would give them victory.
In the later period of time, also, Micaiah showed anthropo-
morphic ideas about Sod, for in his vision he saw Jehovah on a
throne, surrounded by all the heavenly host from whom He asked
and received advice,- and. he declared as emphatically as did
Balaam: "As Jehovah liveth,what Jehovah saith unto me, that will
I speak."*
Nahum had learned from the Law that Jehovah was both a "ieal-
c
ous God" and also "merciful and Gracious and slow to an^er. "'
He echoed these teachings in his prophecy, with a strong emphasis,
however, on God's jealousy and wrath. Kahum declared: "Jehovah is
a jealous God and avengeth
;
Jehovah avengeth and is full of wrath;
Jehovah taketh vengeance on his adversaries, and he reserveth
wrath for his enemies""
Hat?ai interpreted Jehovah's characteristics from the view-
point of a bookkeeper. He implied that a balance sheet of debits
and credits was Kept , therefore, it was advisable to place as much
credit to one's account with the Lord as possible in order to
receive ^ood returns for services done in His honOH.But this was
not new teaching from Ha^ai, for, from the days of Abraham, a eov-
- 5*
'
enant had been recognized as existing, ' and covenant relations
presupposed mutual agreements and obligations.
Zechariah's teachings about God and religion are not origi-
nal, as was found in comparing them with those of Isaiah and
~ zekiel . We have seen, however, that Zechariah used a literary
form for expressing his prophecies which was different from that
of the earlier prophets He had. the example of his predecessor,
Ezekiel, in the use of visions and allegories, but Zechariah took
an advance step in the use of apocalyptic symbols and in the
development of an^elology.
The last <5 r0up of secondary characters , the Maccabees, had
such faith and confidence in God that they were ready to die
for their religious ideals. Their heroic deeds in the name of
religion have inspired others to remain stedfast under perse-
1.1 Kin$5s 22:15ff 4.Nahum 1:3
2.1 Kings 22:14 5. gen. 17:
2
3. Ex. 20:5 and 34:^
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cut ion. Matt athias admonished his sons to "give your lives for
the covenant of your fathers" and "consider ... that none that
put their trust in him shall be overcome." of much importance
in Maccabean times was the development of the Pharisees and
Sadducees for they remained influential factors until the fall
of Jerusalem in A. D. 70, and Pharisaism has lived on to the pre-
sent time as typical of the Jewish faith.
jErw this summary it will be seen that many changes have
taken place in the Hebrew life and religion, but all are of a
nature to keep the Jews distinct from other races and religions,
i'.'e may also conclude that the secondary characters have not
added much to the sum total of advanced religious conceptions,
but they have maintained, mere or less perfectly, those' proclaimed
by their ^.Eeat prophets and leaders.
Social ideals
The influence of the secondary characters upon developing social
ideals seems to me mere marked than it was upon their religious
ideals. It is perfectly evident that no secondary character can
claim for an instant to be placed on a level with Isaiah in regard
to spiritual insight and prophetic utterance , but even Isaiah did not
surpass these humbler people in the exemplification of certain home-
ly virtues. In the whole category of the Hebrews' most notable
worthies, we do not find anv record which surpasses Ruth's friend-
ship for Naomi nor Jonathan's for David; Ittai ' s and Hushai's loyalty;
Benaiah's and Judas Maccabeus' courage and valor; Micaiah ' s stead-
fast purpose to speak the truth; Deborah ' s enthusiasm for a right-
eous cause; Rahab 's faith; and Rizpah's maternal devotion. Such exam-
ples are not alone effective for their own times, but they fcake for
something imperishable "or all times.
The unworthy characters also served a purpose, for they show as
definitely what was condemned in Hebrew social ideals as the worthy
characters show what was approved, ^he very fact that Balaam's name
has been spit out in hissing execrations for thirty or more centu-
ries of time shows that the sacrifice of high ideals for a money re-
turn is not countenanced in the best Hebrew society ,1'or were Jeze-
bel's tyrannical, autocratic, unscrupulous actions to be tolerated,
even though she wEre a oueen.^'he Hebrews never tried to conceal sin.
1.1 Mac2: 50,61
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They published accounts of the results of sinful actions in order
that the wise might take heed and thus avoid similar consequences.
The Maccabees, Judas, Jonathan , Simon, and Jobn Hyrcanus,all made
a strong impress upon the social as well as the religious ideals.
Judas was a noble patriot who gave his all for his country; Jonathan,
by his diplomacy, built up the Jud.ean state and won many conces-
sions from the ruling powers which made life more livable for the
Jews; Simon was king in all but name ana he administered ecclesias-
tical and civil affairs most wisely; and John Hyrcanus, according
to Josephus, lef t a most favorable impression on his day and gener-
ation. Great changes took place during the Maccabean period as is
evidenced by the growth of sects, such as the Pharisees and the
Sadducees, and by the maintenance of real national life for nearly
a century of time.
In all the changes that we have noted in religious and social
ideals, the secondarv characters have had a Drominent place, even
though they rcay not have attracted great attention in the perfor-
mance of their daily duties. Yet their meager stories have found,
a place in Hebrew history and time has revealed the lasting influ-
ence of their lives. They have shown themselves humane, chaste, and.
optimistic. They stressed keeping the law, its institutions of
Sabbaths, feasts, and circumcism, it s observance of purification,
and its seDaration from Gentiles, especially in regard to marriages.
They believed in righteousness, just ice, mercy , love, and vicarious
suffering.
All honor tc these lesser characters who have heroically up-
held the standards set by the seers of visions, the inspired of
Jehovah. The torches of the pioneers in Israel's history would
never have thrown their lights so far, if the secondary characters
had not lighted lesser torches at their shrines and carried, them
into more remote and darkened corners.
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